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Bosses Thwart the Rack and File, of the Republican
the Disaffected Ones Polls Big Flag Slunt Present
Program Is a Preventive to Prosperity" "Coming
Issue Is oot Only Political but Moral'
Party-Warn-

Theodore Roose-- power. One commission should shape
po- - our fariff policies so as, with thorough
litical "address that has come from knowledge disinterestedly acquired to
him since his return from Brazil. It give proper encouragement to our
was divided, generally speaking, into merchants while also giving proper
three parts an attack on the. Wilson (protection, tot our. wage workers, our
an Indictment
of farmers and our business men. The
administration,
"bosses," and an exposition of the other commission should exercise
strict supervision and control over big
principles of the progressive party.
The administration's
tariff laws business. We should treat It with en
Colonel Roosevelt hailed as a colossal tire justice, drawing the line not on
failure, particularly hard on the farm- size, but on misconduct. We should
.program he branded encourage the big business man who
er; its anti-truas an economic absurdity. Its foreign does well and who regards his great
polity he styled as "wretched," but abilities as a trust to be exercised as
upon this he did pot elaborate. The much in the Interest of the public as
democratic tariff, he Insisted, had in his own Interests. But we should
brought distress upon the nation, had piheck and punish, him. effectually
not lowered the cost of living and bad and promptly when he exercises tliese
chiefly benefited foreign rivals of abilities to the detriment either of the
American business. The solution rest smaller business man with whom he
ed, he argued, In. support of the pro- competes or the wage workers who
gressive movement and the enactment should share with him the benefits
'of' laws providing for tariff revision of his and their common efforts or of
commission.
the general public-who- m
ho serves
by a
Of the ."bosses", Mr Roosevelt said
"As regards the tariff I wish especwhat ho has heretofore, that they ially to, all your attention to the
thwarted the rank and file ot the
promise made by ifesident Wilson
party by the nomination of and his supporters two years ago.
Taft-a- t
Chicago and In so doing"V3V Tbley "'asserted Chat 'their method of
liberately put the democratic organi- tariff reduction would reduce the cost
sation and Mr. Wilson into power."
of living and would thus solve the
In conclusion the colonel sketched trust question because, as they said,
the progressive idea ot' needed anti- the trusts were the creatures of the
trust legislation by preperly empow- tariff. We then answered that their
such promises were empty words, that no
ered commissions, contracting
proposals with legislatiotrnnow pend- such results as they stated could or
ing at Washington, which he found would follow from the course they ad
woefully inadequate. Such a program vocated, and that only by the method
alone, he contended, proved the In- we proposed could either the trust or
adequacy pf the democratic party, "It the tariff question be dealt 'with so as
Is and always will toe," he said, "the to abate the existing evils and at the
same time increase the general well
states rights party, the
being. Two
years have proved
Yet the colonel warned those dis-- us to be right Their promises have
satisfied witU the' administration not not been kept. Their performance
i through their resentment lb throw lias brought distress upon the nation.
"
their support to the leaders he had The cost of living has not been re
attacked. To do so, lie said, would duce
But the ability of the average
. only ensure a- continuation of 'govern-- : man to earn a living has been greatly
ment by convulsion, of a government-.-- v reduced. Not the slightest progress
see-sabetween two sets of poll- - has been made toward solving tlie
'
trust question. But the business com;
He spoke a word concerning "ttfc&e munity has, been haressed and harried
whom the progressives "would wel-- 7 to no purpose and the prospecUy of
.
come to the party. "We will gladiy the business man has been checked,
work";jh,, said, wtth any men who exactly as the prosperity of the farmwiUhems'ive'a
ltb, open sincerity er and the -- wage worker has been
work, for , ese'xprogressive) princi- checked.,.) As for the farmer, the pres
ples, provided' thatf: they are men of ent tariff, the administration's tariff,
such character as to justify confi- is so framed as to result in the sacri
dence in their good faith.. In this fice of his Interests. He had no spokes
a
man,, no friend In high quarters and
spirit, he said, "we ask all good
to cooperate with us when, as his welfare was contemptuously sachere in Pennsylvania, we hold aloft rificed. At every point where his In
the flag of good citizenship, and fight terest was concerned he was made to
to translate those sound and lofty suffer- - As for the wage worker, the
principles into governmental prac-tiee- result of the tariff was that he Buf
fered even'BioreJ than, his employer,
" ' Colonel 'Roosevelt
came here to for he was; thrown, otft of employment
'Speak In support of the candidacy of and lost the means to earn his live
:
1'.
''Dean :Lewh for 'governor and of flit-for-d lihood.'-'- ;
he
sometimes
Pinchot for United States sena"As for the employer,
tor. : Their "qualification - he touched has been able to struggle on with
upon at the opening of his speech. the lose of profits, sometimes he Has
Thereafter he confined himself to the had to close his shop. In businesses
'.
In which any of the high trusts were
national Issue outlined.
"The present national administra- concerned it was the small competl
tion,'' he said, "is. prusulng a course tors of the trusts who were Injured
that prevents the existence of pros- and In many cases ruined. Tariff reperity, and that does not offer a sin duction as put Into practice by the
has chiefly
gle serious or intelligible plan for present administration
should
and
rivals
around,
benefited
competi
foreign
passing prosperity
prosperity in. sPite of the administra tors. It has none grave Injury to the
tion's efforts, a some future time re business community and the farming
turn to our .people.
community, and hasc ausej suffering
to the wage workers and the whole
Prevents Prosperity
the
as
both
policy of the administration has been
"This is true
regards
trust Question and the tariff question ohe to cause our people in business,
As regards both the only wise course our people on the farm, our people
to follow is that 6et forth in the na- with dinner pails, .to look toward the
tional progressive platform. The na- future with grave concern and appre
tion should deal with both by con hension.''
ad
"It is well to kep In mind that we
tinuing executive, action throuf-of
now
commissions
have Mr. Wilson's administration,
ample
ministrative
Pittsburgh, July.
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IN MURDER CHARGE
INSURANCE COMPANIES CHARGE
HER WITH KILLING HUSBAND FOR INSURANCE

Duluth, Minn., July J. That John
McAlpine, a wealthy lumber man who
was found dead in the basement of
his home here last August, either
committed suicide or was murdered
by his wife, Sarah McAjpine, is the
defense outlined today In an amended answer to the widow's suit, filed
by the Pacific Mutual Insurance com
pany of Los Angeles, the Fidelity and
Casualty company of New York and
the ,Iondon:. Guaranty and Accident
company, limited.
At the time of McAlpine's death a
coroner's jury found that he was shot
"by persons unknown,1 but no arrests
ever were made. Miss McAlpine's
suit Is set for next monthi
The amended answer of the com
panies as filed today charges that
"Mrs. McAlpine struck or caused to
be struck ' the blow that broke the
skull, and fired or caused to be fired
the shot that entered the brain, of
John McAlpine."
Mrs. McAlpine is the beneficiary
under the"policies.
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BUSINESS RESUMED
THAT PLAGUE
SPREAD

,

citl-ien-

was an explosive one.
Demonstrations Continue
Aram Crotia, July 1.
demonstrations continued here today
hen crowds gathered in front of the
town hall and demanded that the
mayor return a Servian decoration recently conferred on him. '
Another crowd went to the house
of the speaker of the Croation diet.
who is a Servian, and made a noisy
demonstration against him. Several
persons were arrested but later re
leased.

New Orleans, July 1. Normal busi
ness conditions prevailed here today
In the 40 blocks; of downtown district
which had been under quarantine because it was feared bubonic plague
V.:
might spread.
The quarantine was'' 'declared off
last night, after stringent measures
had been taken for its enforcement
The lifting of the embargo wae directly due to the telegraphic advices from
Dr. Rupert Blue, surgeon general of
the United States public health serv-icwhose message said that Steps- of
the character planned were not war
ranted at tnl;.fUitfe$r-7'- ;'
"v ":
i
Louis Watchful
SV'tibuls, Mo.; July 1. A house to
house' survey for rats was started by
policemen in the river and freight
yard district here today, in prepara
tion for a campaign of extermination
in order to prevent at possible spread
of bubonic plague in Mississippi river
;

(

-

mtde by members of tbtf Grain Deal

ers' association, of Chicago, regarding"
the private leased wire system of th9
telephone and telegraph companies.
wree investigated today at a hearing
by the Interstate commerce commission. JThe order directing the inves
tigation alleged that the companies,
by leasing wires, give rates less than
tiie published tariff, and that these
Ires are used by others beside those
who lease for private comercial business. , The American Telephone and
company, the Postal Tele
graph company and the Western Union
at the hearcompany were represented
- '
ing by counsel.
'

'
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ONE VAST

TRAIN LOAD

OF BRITISHERS

Optimistic Attitude.
'

Vera Cruz, July 1. "If I resign.Tialf
the people of Mexico City will die with
me," is the remark President
Huerta is credited with having made to friends on Monday after
noon, while sitting in a Mexico City
cafe at tea,
The party was discussing the efforts
of the mediators at Niagara FallB to
fiud a solution of the Mexican 'problem General Huerta was more grim
find taciturn than usual, and showed
little of his accustomed jocularity.
When the passengers who arrived
here today left the capital yesterday
morning General Husrta p family waa
siili there. The British 3ubjet.ts Ii
Mexico City were not .Ikely to leave,
they said, in spite of Sir Lionel Car- den's warning. The constliuUccalisis
possession o Tuxpam oa June 29
made a demonstration agi'nst Ameri
cans in that part. They,' .inarched
through the stree'ts shontinj. 'Month
'. : the Americans
No one' was curi
ously Injured.',
Vic-tctia-

';

ROYAL PROGRESS MARKED" WITH
BOMBS; hVO UNDER "TABLES
AT WAITING FEAST .

Vienna, July
v

I. The

conspiracy

k

sffcHions.

The bullet

The mediators explained

peace program.
Im mediately after the conference
with Justice Lamar the mediators talked with Emilio Rabassa7 head cf tnq
Huerta delegation. It was understood
he, too,' was unwilling that mediation
should recess without some definite
understanding as to the future. Thq
Hrerta delegates consider their work
on the International controversy finished and, it is believed would like
to have other delegates appointed by,
General Huerta to take care of tte
Internal questions. The Huerta dele
gation is expecting definite word front
Mexico City today ad may leave oni
;
Friday or Saturday. .. .
At the farewell luncheon
ttj
the newspaper men by the mediato-- s.
Embassador Da Gama made a bri. f
speech in which he said that w),:
the sessions had recessed,' he ho;-that they would reconvene ia a shr
tie, possibly at some other p!ar
-

'

Washington's Attitude
Washington, July J. After a conter- .
.Carranza at Sa'tiiio
fc6Lej.acy "Rry a ri, "Pre side n't
!e-- S
Mexico," June. .30,- (v!-jBamilo-Wilson authorized the statement today do.
General enusUau..
Tex;,
Jufy'1.)
that the Mexican situation was as far Carranza arrived here
today and hegaa
vorable as it may be 'until' the factions
preparations to remove his capital to
get together. Furtherthe president
Monterey. He was accompanied by B.
refused to discuss the American sit Canova
of Havana, who claims to ha
uation,
a representative of the United State
No statement was made at the White
of state, and George C
of the me- department
House regarding
Csrothers, who has acted In that capto
close
diation conference. Offlcials
acity. They joined Carranza at Monte
the president said he was very hopelast night
rey
ful that Huerta, Carranza and Villa
would agree on a definite plan for set'
'
American School Opens
tling the internal affairs of Mexico.
Mexico City, July 1. The American;
The president still Is hopeful that school here was
this morn
mediation will bring about peace,
with over 100 American pupils-Severing
end he believes . that It already has
members of the old faculty;
i
accomplished good,
who had remained in the ci'ty, took!
Carranza's agents here, afttr a concharge.
ference, made efforts to get in communication with him at the high proFederals Routed
visional capital in Monterey. They
On Board United States Ship Call
said they had no report on the pro- torn La, La Pas, Lower Calif., June ZO,
gress of the plan to .submit the pro- (by wireless to San Diego, Califs July
Huerta dele 1.) According to authoritative
posal of meeting withi-thqreporta
gates, to his generals wi$r' .Uf.plan received heer today, a detachment oS
,
of Guadalupe.
300 federal troops, that recently ar
Secretary Bryan would, not discuss rived at
Paa from Guaymas, wa
the Niagara conference today. So far ambushed near
Santiago, Lower Cali
as was known no instructions as to
INnety)
fornia, by cbn'stlfutiehalista.
leaving have been sent to the Ameri- were killed and the remainder routed.
Jnlnn-nfnucir6ito.
All mines In this' Vlcinty hare been;
English Leave
shut down.
Sir Lionel Garden, British minister
The cruiser South Dakota has beea
In Mexico City, ha advised the em relieved at Mazatlan
by the cruiser
bassy here that a yclal train bear Denver, the South Dakota proceeding
ing British refu?,ls .will. 1ave Mex to I y paa to coal, preparatory to
to carry the
ico City today. Tht
returuing to San Diego, Calif.
refugees to Puerto Mexico has" been
abandoned and they will he taken to
Vera Cruz. "'The British subjects are STATE"
leaving the Mexican 'catrftal on the ad
vice of the British minister.
g..
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It was said at the White House to
day that the president would send no
message to the caucis and that he

in

OTAEE'.:;.'
urrtUsiATSTrzs

had had nothing to do. directly, with
the calling of the mealing.
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REWARD FOR FORESTER
New York, July. 1. To bring about

against the Ives of Archdupke Francis nationwide interest in the search for
Ferdinand and1 the Duchess of Hohen- berg was so well planned that it would
have been Impossible for them to escape from Bosnia alive, according to
some meraoers or tne late arcnouKe s
bi;it, who returned here today. The
officials declare that two clock-worbombs were under the tabJe on which
the luncheon was awaiting the arch
duke and party at the city hall.
A similar infernal machine was discovered' in ihe chimney cf the .room
occupied by the Duchess of Ilohenberg
at Ilije, a watering place a few miles
from Sarayeyo, and a woman was
esnicht with iseven bombs in her pos-

tomorrow.

that the recess did not signify an adjournment, but they thought , they;
cr.uld be of more service in Washington and elsewheer in forwarding tb9

:

offl-eex- p

. 1
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LEAVES

Caranza, at Sallillo, Prepares to Move Headquarters to Mocrey
-- Mediators Emphasize Fad That Becess is not Permanec!
Adjournment President Wilson Continues

g

NOT ESCAPE

III

President LaysXfeh'Stress on His Own
, Importance Wp Future Welfare
of the Nation.

.

Lans-down-

i

CITY

DIE VITII IIIf.1 IF HE RESIGN

-

-
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FIVE NATIONS IN REGATTA
London, July 1. The royal Henley
regatta, which opened on the Thames
today and will continue until the end
of the week, has this year attracted
the most representative list of en
tries in the history of the famous
event. Critics who have been watch
predict that the
ins the other-sidEnglishmen will have to exert them
selves to the utmost if they keep lhe
coveted trophies at home, Five na-tions will participate.

OF PEOPLE IN

'

LEASED WIRES INVESTIGATED
New York
July I. Complaints

Theie all still remain in Helena,
ARMED CASIP
where they sought refuse more than
a weei ago. Word has been, received
here that President Charles II. Moyer MARQUIS OF LANDSDOWNE SEES
of the federation will not return to
NEED TO FIND WAY TO AVERT
Butte, tnd that he has delegated the
GREAT CALAMITY
work cf saving the federation's union
here t men who had not previously
London, July 1. When the bill to
taken in active- part In the organiza- amend the Idish home rule bill came
tion's kffajrs.
up today for a second reading In the
Men wh claim to know, say that house of lords, the Marquis of
no more serious trouble is expected
the unionist leader, announced
here until lther faction of the miners that as Ireland was one vast armed
begins to assert its authority at the camp it was necessary to find a way
mines. The, federation holds a con- out of the calamity which was threattract with the raining companies, but ening.
,
so far has not objected- - to men wearThe unionists, therefore, he said,
to would, give the amending bill a secing buttons of the new union-goin'
work In the;
ond readins and Introduce amendment
The Butte locU deserted itoMces retiring tTid comtee utafceCin, j;eitrd
last night, and inet in a hall known to the answer to the excluded form
enly to the loyal, members. The
of the operations of the home rule
of the Butte local said they did bill, the duration of the exclusion and
not make public their meeting place the government of the excluded area.
because they were unable to obtain The unionists, he concluded would not
police protection.agree to the second reading of the
The Butte Mine Workers union, the home rule bill itself.
new and Independent organization met
in the largest jiall of Butte, and held
a peaceable jneeting. No definite
CONGRESS TO ACT
steps were taken toward perfecting
tathe organization and none will be
ken for some time. At each of the BEFORE ADJOURNMENT
four corners f the building a policeman was stationed. .
The county commissioners have of FINAL ACTION - ON
LEGISLATION IS ASSURED
fered rewards totalling $4,000 in con
BY LEADERS
nection with jthe disturbances of last
week. A rewfird of $1,000 was offered
and
Washington, July
for the slayer of Ernest J. Noy, who
was killed in the street in front of the final notice to business interests and
miners' union hall. The same amount the country generally that congress
was' offered for the conviction of the will not adjourn without action on
man who pusied Alderman Frank Cur- - the administration! trust legislation
ran from the! window of the miners' .program, was the primary object of
called
building on tfie day of the first riot a caucus of senate democrats,
Cu rran's leg and wrist were fractured. for today with President Wilson's ap
Rewards of $1,000 each, also were of proval.
A party agreement to pass the trade
fered for thel conviction of the man
who dynamited the, homes of Patrick commission bill, the amended omni
the railroad secur- trust bill, and
Sulliv&a
nl William O'Nafl,' officers bus
. .
..
.
....
II I. i ..
Ities bill, was aiscussea ai wie vvnut-.vnof the Butte local.
ad
with
In
conference
House today
ministration leaders, who reta.ned to
the capital without word .hat the
FERDINAND COULD
plan carried the backlu j ot tho presi-

-

towns.

HUERTA ASSERTS TOAT HALF

Anti-Servia- n

ANTI-TRUS-

,

.

CITY EDiTIC

in Butte.

st

tkirt-e- d

;

JULY, 1, 1914.'

we now Euffer from a wretched
foreign policy and from home policies
NOT
in national affairs which have seriouslv impaired the
g
of our peo
ple, primarily because of the action
TO
of Senator Penrose In associating with
men of the same type like Mr. Barnes.
Messrs. Penrose, Barnes and their as
sociates at Chicago taking advantage
1
of the fact that nation! nominating
convent Ions are not protected by law,
followed a course of conduct morally FEDERATION LEADER LEAVES TO
every whit as bad as that. which at
OTHERS THE WORK OF UN-- I
elections result in wrongdoers of hum-bie- r
DOING MISCHIEF
rank being put in stripes. They
stole from the rank and file of the
the republican party the right to gov TWO UNIONS HOLD MEETINGS
ern themselves to nominate their own
candidates and promulgate their own
platform. They took this action with
OUS NATURE EXPECTED BY '
the deliberate purpose of electing a
EITHER FACTION
democratic president, because they in
finitely preferred the triumph of their
nominal party foes to seeing the con LARGE REWARDS ARE'OFFERED
trol of their own organization wrested
,
from their hands by the rank and file
of their own party. They are foes of AUTHORITIES
WOULD
APPRE
HEND MEN WHO HAD HAND
decent citlbenship. Their political
lives' depend upon their keeping poll-tic- s
IN KILLING OF NOY
In such condition that decent men
cannot succeed them, and that the orButte, Mont. July 1. Two unions
dinary citizens cannot get control of of ths Butte metal miners, after hold- their own government
Ins uidisturbed meetings last night,
continued today to enroll members In
Contest for Right
"Of course our contest must always their organizations.. What had been
(Continued on page Four)
predicted would, be' a night of serious
ccnseciuences passed quietly. No high
official of tbejiutte local No. 1 and
WIDOW DEFENDANT
no general officer of the federation are

eiam-ine-d

i

'

j

;,t

has been trcsa

Louis Margolin, chief inspector of forests in the Sierra forest reserve, Cali
fornia, a brother of the missing man
has offered $1,000 reward. The broth
er, who has the same first name, is
T m.ia
bat
M Marrnlin. a New York
manufacturer.

JAP TEAM TO TOUR COUNTRY
Seattle, Wash., July 1. The baseball
tea mof the Meijl university of Japan
is due to arrive here tomorrow on the
steamship Sado Maru. The team has
arranged to make a two months' tour
of the United States, in the course of
which games will be played by numer-trs collece and club teams both In
hich killed the archduke the east and west

n

Mediation Not Disrupted
Niagara Falls, Ontario, July 1.
Plans for the indefinite recess of mediation were somewhat disturbed to
day by the suggestion of the United
States government that such a break
might be interpreted generally as a
disruption of the proceedings. The
Washington administration! believes
the departure of the mediators and
(itlesates might fail to Influence the
constitutionalists to hurry their dele
gates to the proposed informal conference with the Huerta commission.
Justice Lamar conveyed the views
of the Washington government to Ambassador Da Gama and Minister Naon
today, after which, both, diplomats
their reservations for tonight,
ai;d said Jhey wcr.ld not drart until

can-cdir-- tl

Pittsburgh,

So quiet werel

1.

July

strikers in East
Pittsburgh during the night that tins
state constabulary was withdrawn
from the streets and did not reappea
until this morning. The grievance
committee of the strikers discussed!

the Westinghouse

the conference they had yeBtertlafj
with President E. M. Herr of fa a
electric company, and reported to thi
general strike committee.
Thy instructed a subcommittee
to the course it was to follow at tbJ
:
t'
meeting scheduled f
x- with Mr.
jirestid the hel'cf '.. : in, r r :'."
Use coiiiM.'iue
'J

:l

t
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if i r:

in
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V eak, Inactive Kidneys Cause

Much Trouble

DRIVE RATS

WOULD

INTO CONCRETE PIT
IN NEW ORLEANS TO EXTERMINATE RODENT TO PREVENT SPREAD OF PLAGUE

PLANS

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubled is to remove
the cause. The reason why FoleyKidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladderftriubles is because they are
made (wholly of those healing, sWngthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. ' See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
RED CROSS

O. & SCHAEFER

DRUG CO

New Orleans, July L State and
city health authorities were astir here
today, preparatory to the inauguration
of the greatest wholesale campaign in
the history of the south for the extermination of rate, in order to prevent the spread of bubonic plague.
Two cases of the disease recently
have been discovered in the industrial home of the Volunteer of America, In New Orleans. One man died.
another is ill and. 28 inmates of the
place have been Isolated. With the
home as a radius of a wne extending
four blocks in very direction the
plana were for the construction, of
kxmjcreOe barrier around the entire
area and for a rat drive towards he
center.
Other barriers will be erected as
the warfare progresses, go that when
the final onslaught Is made every
rodent within the infected area will
have been destroyed. Poison and
traps will be Used; in the work of ex
termination, drain pipes will be
screened and every, expedient of sci
entific rat killing will be employed to
prevent a spread of the infection to
other parts of the city. Health auth
oritles stated today that a spread of
the plague was not expected. No fur
ther cases had developed.

the Santa Barbara company's tie boom
and its logging camp in the mountains
of Taos county. The incidental views
of New1 Mexico mountain scenery at
PARTY LOST the foot of the Truchas, the four
highest peaks in New Mexico, are
magnificent. Mr. Bell also threw on
screen the pictures of the May
LOSES WAY ON ROAD TO LA BA- - the
festival of the schools at Santa
day
JADA AFTER TAKING MOVIE
7e. They are artistically colored and
SNAPS OF LOG BOOM
the glimpses they gave of child life
in the Sunshine state are exquisite.
Santa Fe, July 1. The moving pic-tuMemphis Not Alarmed
Quite an audience gathered in the
to
expedition to Santo Domingo
see the views, includto
Old
Palace
TennL, June 30. While no
Memphis,
take the tie boom of the Santa Baran!
officials
state
number
of
here regarding the bua
felt
alarm
is
bara Tie and Pole company had rath ing
their families.
situation in New Orleans
bonic
plague
er an exciting time of It on their re
the health authorities will take every
turn. In the party were Chase Bell,
to prevent its introduction
Mr. and Airs. D. R. Lane and Mlas NORMAL SCHOOL CELEBRATES precaution

MOVING PICUTRE

re

breach.
Framingham, Mass., July 1. The
The pictures were taken successfully but on the home journey the Framlngham State Normal school, the
party lost the road and Instead of oldest institution for training public
reaching La Bajada landed In Pena school teachers in America, today beBlanca. From there they made their gan a two day's celebration of the
way to La Bajada, but In going up La fiftieth anniversary of its founding.
Bajada hill 'broke down, and had to Governor Walsh, President McLaurin
eend for assistance, which came after of Massachusetts) Institute of Techfour hours. The party reached home
at. a late hour utterly worn out but
otherwise none the worse for their
adventure. Last evening Mr. Bell exhibited come o.t the pictures taken of

in Memphis.

,

Examination of rats caught in the
neighborhood of the Mississippi river
wharves have been made by the city
bacteriologist for fleas..

Headache and Nervousness Cured
"Chamberlain's Tablets are entitled
to all the praise I can give them,"
nology; President Slooum of Colorado writes Mrs. Richard Olp, Spencerport,
college, and a number of other per- N. Y. They have cured me of head
sons of note are scheduled among the ache and nervousness and restored
participants at the diamond Jubilee me to my normal health." For sale
exercises.
by all dealers. Adv.

ill e

Ma-King-

s

of the Best
Enough for"40 handmade cigarettes in each
5-ce-

I Mm

i.

Sack.

nt

1J

from "Bull" Durham Tobacco
Cigarettes hand-mad- e
have a ripe, fresh fragrance and smooth, mellow flavor a
natural mildness and delightful coolness that afford com-plete, healthful enjoyment and lasting satisfaction.
?

'

GENUINE

'
;

'i fi!

-

SMOKING TOBACCO
Millions of experienced smokers "roll their own" trom
"Bull" Durham, because these
As for rEE book
cigarettes made by their own
vf "papers" with
hands, to their own liking, suit
each
tack
their taste better than any ready-mad- e
kind.

t5?

S-ct- nt

Wife
"

1

1717 Art Illustrated Booklet,
171?
JT

ill

I.
showing correct way to' Roll
Your Own" Cigarettes, and a Book of
cigarette papers, will both be mailed to
free, on postal request. Address
vou,
(
'Bull" Durham. Durham, N. C.
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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QUO WARRANTO

FOR

FINISHED FOR FAIR

JOHN BARRON BURG

PROGRESSALL ARRANGEMENTS
ING RAPIDLY FOR THE SAN
EXPOSITION
DIEGO

MEMBER OF 'LEGISLATURE, ALSO
PROBATE
JUDGE, EXCEEDS
CONSTITUTOINAL
RIGHT

every line. Three of the landmark
models are completed, Bent's fort,
Pecos pueblo, and Mission church and
the Maxwell mansion. Over 2,000
slides are on hand for the pictorial
exhibit that will form features o the
daily lectures in the auditorium The
material for the New Mexico souvenir
book is almost all In hand and the
collection of moving picture films is
growing apace.
Next week ChaBe Bell, who has
charge of tne moving picture outfit
starts on a tour of the state oi which
he will take the bulk of the in lustrial
films. He will be at the meeting of
the New Mexico Retailers' association
at Raton and then go to Da V sum tb
film the coal mine activities.
n July
17 he will be at the maneuver and
will take pictures of the militap' evo-lUiivuB vu uvi oi uwi o un;), Ituqi uvl
ernor McDonald will review nit only
the national guard but also the sec
ond batallion of the Sixteenth infan
try regiment, and Battery C of the
artillery of the regular army, which
will be In camp with the New Mexico
troops at Deming.
Colonel Twitchell exhibited some of
the choice colored stereoptlcon slides
taken in the Santa Barbara pole and
tie camp in the heart of the Sangre
a unriBio range norm oi saaiu. e e,
as well aa the pictures of tie May
day festival in the Santa Fe ichools,
Applause and expressions of admiration came from the audience with
every scene as it appealed on (he wall
of the assembly room or thei School
of American Archaeology In he Old
Palace, The joyj of childhood; in New
Mexico public schools were vividly
portrayed against the background of
trees and ehrubs on the lawi of the
public school, almost tropical In tht
luxuriance, setting off the vlvl colors
of the costumes of the boys and girls.
The log drive and tie boom, the rug- gedness Qf Comanche canyon, the
beauty of New Mexico forests all are
emphasized in the logging pictures,
teo that of the five millions or more
who will see them at San Diego there
will be none who will not wish to visit
and linger in New Mexico on their

for the Fourth

Under that clause steps are being
considered to bring quo warranto pro
ceedings against John Baron Burg, ap
pointed probate Judge for Bernalillo
county to succeed the late Julius
Staab. Progressives who are very
angry because Burg is flocking with
the republicans, have stirred up the
matter. Burg sent in his resignation
as legislator to Governor McDonald
but it was not accepted as it is not up
to the executive to accept or decline
legislative resignations. The question
of the validity of Burg's acts as probate Judge is being; otscussed but the
opinion prevails that as he is a de-facto, even if not a de Jure officer.
his official acts are valid.

of course you will want "Old Glory

Ay2 In. x 7 in.

sticks...;.

printed on flag muslin, on sticks

the

10c

doz

XUL

uUL

s

in. x 11 in fast color.flags, printed cotton

on

spear

.,.1
fast

12 in. x 16 in.

and sale in the United States of
matches containing white phosphorus
became effective today. The law is
a result of Investigations carried on
in this and other countries and which
established the, fact that the health
of the workers in match factories was
much impaired by handling the white
oS far as the American
(phosphorus.
match factories are concerned the
Coming Into operation of the new law
will have little effect, as practically
all of the factories discontinued the
usei of the dangerous substance some
time ago:

head
8

oil color flags, printed-

cotton

10c ea,

15 x 24

fast color flags printed cotton on spear head staffs. ...

24 x 36

fast color flags, oil color, cotton, on

4

x

25c ea.

fast color flags,

48

15c ea.

ft. spear head

staffs
32

ea.

on. spear

head staffs

oil colors, cotton, on 5 ft. spear head

staff

50c ea.
i

OUR SPECIAL
ing,

FROM

flaa,

printed on flag muslin, on

staffs

BANISHED

to hang from your home

It's Just a little show of patriotism you owe to it.

'Fourth"

BAN ON WHITE MATCHES
Washington, July 1. A law placing
a prohibitive tax on the manufacture

LIQUOR

Plenty of
White
and Blue
Red,
Bunting

&&csmcixm6 Son

Santa Fe, July 1. The completion Santa Fe, July 1. "No member of
of the superb New Mexico building at the legislature shalL during the term
San Diego has given a new impetus for which he was elected, be appoint
toward (completing the exhibit and ed to any civil office in the state.
good progress is being ma da along says the constitution of New Mexico.

way home.

a

hi

NEIV MEXICO BUILDING

1, 1914.

5

ft x 8

-

ft. made of good quality cotton bunt

fast colors, unmounted; Juet the size for the home each.. $2.50

NAVY

famous
Washington, July
order issued by Secretary Daniels last
April banishing all intoxicating liquors
from the United States navy went into
effect today. The order reads: ' The
use or introduction for drinking purposes of alcoholic liquors on board
any naval vessel, or within any yard
or station. Is strictly prohibited and
commanding officers will be held directly responsible for the enforcement
n
of this order." The
laws
for the army, passed by congress after
a severe and prolonged battle of the
temperance forces of the country, are
less sweeping than the prohibition
which has now been put into effect
In the navy. The order of Secretary
Daniels abolishes the officers' wine
mess and absolutely forbids the "use
or introduction" of alcoholic liquors.
In the army prohibition is restricted
to "the sale of or dealing In" Intoxicating liquors. Army officers under
thi9 law may maintain a wine mess
at theirc lube.
l.-r- The

READY, TO

WEARSALE
$18.50 to 45.00 Suits $12.50
$12.50 to 5.00 Suits $6.00
$20 to 37.50 Coats $13:50
$7.50 to 16.50; Coats $5 00

anti-cantee-

If you have neglected your kidneys
and suffer from backache, weak back,
headache, rheumatism and 'distressing
bladder weakness, you will find Foley
Kidney Pills to be the honestly made,
healing and curative medicine you
need to give you back your health
and strength. They are tonic in action, quick to give good results. They There Is Healing In Foley Kidney Pills
will help you. O. C Schaefer and
You need a mighty good medicine if
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
once your kidneys are exhausted by
neglect and overwork, and you have
DOMINION DAY DINNER
got it in Foley Kidney Pills.. Their
London, July 1. Sir Thomas, Skin- action is prompt, healing and tonic.
ner presided this evening at the cus- Sound health anil sound kidneys fol
tomary dinner given in celebration of low their uro. Try them. O. Gl
Dominion day. Among the notables in Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
.
attendance were Prince Alexander of
Adv.
Teck, who is soon to become govern
of Canada; Lewis Harcourt,
SNOW DISAPPEARS
the colonial secretary, and George H. . Santa Fe, July 1. The last patch
de j Crlsto
Perley, the temporary successor of of snow in the Sangre
the late Lord Stratheona as Canadian range visible from Santa Fe, has dishigh commissioner in London.
appeared since yesterday, two weeks
earlier than usual. However, those
GOVERNOR ASKED TO LAUNCHING who have climbed to the top of Mount
Santa Fe, July 1. Governor
Baldy, the Lake Peaks, the four Tru
upon his return from his ranch chas peaks, the Jlcarllla, the Pecos
found an invitation to attend the Baldy all from 12,500 to 13,280 feet
launching of the battleship Nevada high report snowbanks 30 to 50 deep
at Quincy, Mass. The chief executive deep In shady places and big patches
as much as he would enjoy the event. of snow on the hanks of the Nambe
cannot tear himself away from public and Holy Ghost lakes. The huge ar
business long enough to attend it rowhead on Chlmayo
mountain, is
The event raises th ' question, how- again visible from the city. It is an
ever: "How long will it be before a enormous limestone cliff several hun
dreadnaught is name New Mexico?" dred feet high, which when surround
New Mexico's delegation in congress ed by vegetation as it is In summer,
will be asked to see to it that one of has the appearance of an Indian ar
the new battleships planned by the row.
navy department is n lined after the
Sunshine state.
DOVE SEASON OPENS TODAY
Santa Fe, July 1. The opening of
LABOR FEDERATION MEETS
the dove season today has raised the
Fredericton. N. R.. Julv 1. Many question whether the federal migra
delegates from St. Joha, Moncton and tory bird law will prohibit the killing
other cities and towns of the province of doves. Deputy Game Warden Ca- were present here todiy at the open- millo Padilla today obtained a verbal
conven- opinion from Assistant Attorney Gen
ing of the second
tion of the New Brunswick Federa- eral Harry S. Clancy that the federal
tion of Labor. The sessions will con- law does not specifically mention
tinue two days and wtl be devoted to devee or quail and Is therefore not
the transaction rvf hna ness of the or applicable even if it is constitutional.
ganization and the discussion of legis
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
lative and other matters, affecting the
interests of the working classes.
34th season of this famous
resort. Carriage out every Sat
urday morning, returning following
Santa Fe, July 1. Supreme Court Friday; charge. Including passage
jusuce rranic W. Parker is expeciea both ways $10. Special rates for longhome from Lag crucet tomorrow Sev- er time. Address Fast Las Vegas.
eral opinions to ho banded down the Box B. Leave orders Bt Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
following days await his signature. .

in this Sale.
Every Coat and Suit in the house included
'

GREEN TAG SALE
Conntinues all this week.
GOVERNMENT

VS. GROSS

ALVAN N. WHITE LEAVES

KELLY

Two thousand
Santa Fe, July
asked by the
are
dollars damages
federal government in suit brought
by United States District Attorney
Summers Burkhart today in the federal court against Gross, Kelly &
Company of East Las Vegas, for cutting timber on a homestead on which
the .patent had been canceled by the
government, being surrendered by defendants after suit wag brought In
another suit, also filed by Burkhart,
the government asks the Infliction of
a penalty of $10,000 on the Tucum-car- l
Steam Laundry company of
for failure to make Its corporation income return for 1910 and
for still refusing and neglecting to do
1.

rt

so.

Santa Fe,

July-1- .
Superintendent
and Mrs. Alvan N. White left today
for the National Educational associar
tion meeting at St, Paul, going via
Denver, Upon his return Superintendent White will attend the educational
rallies in Rio Arriba and Taos counties. He will thence go to Las Crucea
and Hillsboro, where institutes open
on July 13, and from there to Silver!
City to attwnd the closing exercises
of the summer school on July. 25.
From there he will proceed to Clayton and Mountalnalr on institute
work.
The expense of holding four
weeks of Institute at Santa Fe was
$561.95 according to the statement
filed with, the department of education
today by County Superintendent Joha

V. Conway.

TiiE; MOUSE WIFE'S FRIEND
'Moses' Best Flour
Better Bread and more loaves per sack.1
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY &;CO.

Distributors

semi-annua-

G O

L.'AH H WOO O

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
mmim

$m

f0

G OU D Oli

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
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DEMOCRATS

NOT RELEASE

DEJACA
MUST
GOVERNOR
PURANY
NOT RESIGN FOR
POSE, THEY SAY

LIEUTENANT

Santa Fe, July 1. Democratic party
leaders will not permit Lieutenant
Governor E.XJ. de Baca to resign in order to run for corporation commls-moneNo vantage ground 1b to be
surrendered in the legislature for any
purpose whatsoever, Is the slogan. Felix Garcia of Lumberton, and Benlg- tio Padilla of Puerto de Luna, are
mentioned by the democrat as suitable material for the nomination.
Another feature was added to the
campaign for corporation commission-- r
today by a petition of traveling men
to be addressed to "The delegates of
the republican state convention,'
which says:
"It having come to our notice that
the Hon. Hugh H. Williams has announced his candidacy for the nomination of state corporation commls-eionesubject to the action of the
republican state convention to succeed himself at the coming fall election, we, the undersigned, voluntarily,,
cheerfully, earnestly and most heartily endorse him for the office which
he seeks, for the following reasons:
"First. When elected he sunrren-5crehia position as passenger con
dutcor on the A. T. and S. F. Ry.,
with the natural expectation of serv-in- g
a term as commissioner for a reasonable length of time, but unfortunately drew the short term of two
yars.
"Second. In the short term which
be has served, he has made an ex- ellent record as a state officer, his
r.

r,

d

Splendid Remedy
For Eczema
Also for Salt Rheum, Acne,
Tetter, Psoriasis and

Other Skin
Troubles.

'After wing 8. 8. 8. for a while, the characteristic marks of all skin troubles change
When eczema has become
completely.
chronic the lower skin loses It power to
divert Impurities and thus they continue to
gather in the weak spots or those already
attacked. The action of 8. S. S. Is that of
n antidote, and this fact haa been demonstrated time and time again in the most
Hevere forms of weeping eczema.
Its Influence in the tissues where the tiny
arteries transfer the red blood for the worn-oa- t
blood to the veins is quite remarkable
and goes on constantly with every tick of
the clock the beat of the1 heart.
And new skin Is thus caused to form
While the germs of irritating influences that
cause eczema are scattered and their harmful nature entirely suspended.
8. S. 8. has a wonderful tonic Influence
Jn the blood because it contains no "dope,"
h entirely free of any mineral drugs or any
other drucs excent the renin rkuhlp merilelnnl
ffect of the pure vegetable products of
which it is made.
Few people realize how harmful are many
of the strong, crude ointments that used
to be in favor before they learned that
8. 8. 8. Is safe, speedy and sure. Ask at
any drug store for a bottle of S. 8. 8.
Olve It a good trial and you will soon see
a decided improvement in any form of skin
trouble. Write to The Swift Specific Co.,
B38 Swift Bldg., Atlanta. Ga.. for special
free advice and new. book oa skin or blood
-

trouble.

dealings with corporations and indi
viduals having been in all cases char
acterized by fairness and justice.
"Third. In view of his long railroad experience, he is eminently
qualified and peculiarly fitted for the
office which he now holds and for
which he seeks
"Fourth. It requires at least two
years for a man to acquaint and
familiarize himself with the Important
duties of state corporation commissioner, and that time would be lost
to the citizens of the atate in the
event of an Inexperienced man being
chosen to succeed him.
"Fifth. He has been a resident of
New Mexico since Infancy, o some
thirty odd years, and Is personally
known to the majority of the citizens
of the state as a man of sterling qualities, without a blemish on his character; and his life as a private citizen and record as a state officer is
an .open book.. .
"Sixth. Last, but not least, during
the short term which he has served,
he has proven himself to be a loyal
and steadfast friend of the traveling
public in general and the traveling
man In particular, without regard to
partisanship or politics; and had perof
sonally, and with the
his fellow commissioners, brought
about important changes In train
schedules and connection, and secured other concessions from the various
lines of railways traversing this1 state,
which have been oMnestimable benefit to the traveling public, such changbeen
es, having, we understand,
brought about amicably and without
any friction whatever with the car
riers.
"We, therefore, take pleasure in af
fixing our signatures here, which we
do voluntarily and cheerfully, and
without any solicitation whatever on
the part of our good friend, the Hon.
Hugh H. Williams, and earnestly urge
that his nomination be made unani
'
mous."
The first signers are traveling men
Vklth headquarters at Albuquerque.
Williams has a letter from Matt
Fowler of Grant county assuring him
that the. delegates from that county
will be for him. Luna- - his home county, has assured him its delegation.
W. E. Blanchard says Lincoln county
will be for him. Dr. Hill at the same
time guaranteeing Dona Ana county.
I. Sparks writes that McKinley coun
ty is with Williams to a man and Socorro county is giving Bimilar assur
ances. M. S. Grovea promises the
Eddy county deelgatlon and Clark Dil- ly the Chaves county representatives
writes that
vthile Harry Crawford
there Is no doubt about Curry county,
just as O. T. Toombs believes Union
county solid for Hugh. Colfax county, also promises to fall in line while
Santa Fe county is considered over
whelmingly for Williams.

TEXAS CROESUS

JULY

He afterward acquired his brother's
property Interests. He still owned
some of the original holdings that he
bought in Chicago in those early days.
He was a nephew of William B.
the first mayor of Chicago
The nearest living relative is a
Og-ce-

LIVED ON
LITTLE
CENTS

A DAY

LIMIT

OF FRANK A. OGDEN,

There Is more Catarrh In this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling to cure with local
treatment
pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market
It Is taken internally. It acts directly
on the blood and mucus surfaces of
the system. They offer one hundred
dollars for any case it fails to cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J, CHENEY and Co.,

Houston, Tex., July 1. Frank A.
Ogden, who was found dead In a small
poorly furnished room in a lodging
house here recently, left an estate
valued at more than $13,000,000, though
unonly $10,000,000 has as yet been
admin
two
temporary
covered by the
istrators, Andral Vann and N. B.
Knight, by their examination of deeds
and other private papers found in a
safety deposit vault of the Union National bank of Houston.
Ogden was miserly. One of his requirements was that his breakfast
should not cost him more than 9 Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
cents, his dinner not to exceed 20
15
Hall's Family Pills for constimore
Take
not
than
cent and his supper
v
cents. His living expenses were kept pation. Adv.
a
$25
month,
down to a maximum of
even when traveling. He was 81 years
SANTA FE PERSONALS
old when he died.
Santa Fe, July 1. 'Mrs. Clark Dllley
It was about ten years ago that Mr. of Roswell has rented the Presbyterian
Ogden first appeared here. He soon manse for the summer while B. Z.
became a familiar figure upon the McCollough, wife of the pastor, with
streets and In the offices of real estate her daughter, will visit her parents
agents. He was generally regarded at Billings, Mont,
as some poor and eccentric person.
C. J. Kelly and family have rented
To lessen expenses he shared his little the home of Sheriff Charles Closson
room at the Burnett hotel with another for
July and August, while Sheriff
lodger, who never suspected that the Closson and family sojourn on the
old man was wealthy.
Closson ranch on Cow creek on the
When, after his death, a battered Pecos forest The influx of summer
eld trunk in his room was opened it visitors to Santa Fe, because of the
revealed memoranda indicating valu capital's cool climate, cooler than that
able properties. The proper author cf Colorado Springs, or Denver, has
ties were notified, a safe and a depo made modern houses scarce so that
sit box was opened, and there came to many of the visitors are compelled to
Hat a mass of evidence of the vast leave for lack of accommodations.
oft a to whiriii the man had left He
Judge John R. McFie went to Alba
had been dead two days before his querque this evening to visit Dr. D.
identity was established.
R. Boyd of the university and also
In his trunk and in the safe deposit to consult a physician.
box were found memorandum books
Mrs. H. L. Wilson, librarian of the
filled with notations of land purchas- School of American Archaeology, is
ed In Texas, Louisiana, Illinois, Wis a guest of Miss Clara True at her
consin. Iowa. Minnesota and other ranch in the Espanola valley.
states. He owned nearly 200,000 acres
Judge A J. Abbott returned today
in Texas alone. One tract of 16,732 to his home, the house of the Ten
acres is near Galveston and is valued Alders in the Rito de los Frijoles,
at $1,500,000. Another tract of 100,000 the heart of the cliff dwelling region,
aeres in the Panhandle is valued at Ke will have the pleasure next week
Not1 long ago
upward of $1,000,000.
of seeing for the first time two of his
he paid $480,000 for a 48,000 acre tract daughters In law an(T four of his grand
near Lake Charles, La. He owned a children. His son Albert with wife
hotel building in Madison, and two daughters will arrive in Santa
owned1 a large hotel In
also
Wis., and
Fe 1 na few days from Nogales, Ariz.,
and large blocks of while another son, Prof. Raymond1 AbWis.,
Superior,
buildings In other towns of that state, bott of Leland Stanford, Jr., univer- and in Minnesota and Illinois. His lty, with wife and) two sons comes
exproperty interests in Chicago were
from California next week and is to
he
recently
that
is
stated
tensive. It
BRIDG EMATERIAL ARRIVES
be Joined later by a third son, George
a
Santa Fe, July 1. The piling and offered to pay $100,000 cash for piece
Abbott, wife and two children from
for which he
Kansas.
other timbers for the Carrizozo bridge of property in Wisconsin
,
o
road was negotiating.
on the
His home before coming to Houston
have arrived, according to word recelv.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
in Madison, Wis. He left there
was
ed this forenoon by State Engineer
de In the District Court of the Fourth
authorities
the
municipal
because
60
foot
The
piling
James A. French.
to donate a site for a
Judicial' District of the State of
and all other lumber needed for the clined his offer
Is said.
Lunas-Galluit
Dubllc
library,
New Mexico, Sitting Within and for
Rio Puerco bridge on the Los
No will has been found. Judge Sam
the County of San Miguel.
oad Is also to hand. It Is
who looked afAetna Building Association,
creosoted. The bridge will cost S4.000. Streetman.of Houston,
affairs in Texas,
Plaintiff,
State Engineer James A. French in- ter Mr. Ogden's legal
snvs:
No. 7606
vs.
sists, thatr despite recent reports, the
with
"In almost my last conversation
Mrs. D. E. Milliren or Delia
Becker cutoff between Albuquerque
he make a will.
Q. Milliren, D. E. Milliren,
and Socorro is preferable to the old him I suggested that
but apparently
interested,
seemed
conHe
her husband, and Ella
road and that a few rains and
stant travel will make it a very good let the matter drop."
Turner.
Ogden was reared on a farm In Cen
road The cutroff saves 40 miles In
Defendants.
with
his brother,
the distance and was covered in four tral Indiana. He and
and each of
said
The
defendants,
were able to
hcurs the other day by Engineer J. W. a small sum that they
notified
are
that a
of
them,
hereby
and Invested it
Jchnson in the states' road automo raise, went to Chicago
been
in
attachment
suit
has
brought
in property Just after the great fire. against them, in the above named
bile.
Court, and that the following described property has been attached in said
cause,
SURPLUS
The N. W. Quarter of the S.' W.
of Section No. 27, and the N.
Quarter
100.000.M
E. Quarter of the S. E. Quarter of Sec
tion No. 28, all in Township 1 South,
Range 34 East, N. M. P. M., situate in
the County of Roosevelt, in the State
of New Mexico.
Also Lot No. 4 in Block No. 38 of
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
the North Park Addition to tlie city
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
of Clovls, Curry County, State of New
.

.

.

I50.0O0W

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

Preside

Vice-Preside- nt

tt

Mexico.

That said suit is a proceeding to re
cover from the defendants, and each of
them, the sum of Three Hundred Four
teen and
($314.14) Dollars, with
Interest at the rate of 12 per cent per
annum from the 8th day of, April,
A D. 1914, until paid, together with
costs of suit
That unless you, and each of you
enter an appearance In said cause on
or before Monday, the 27th day of
July, ,A D. 1914, a Judgment by de
fault will be entered against you. and
each of you, and the attached property
sold to satisfy said Judgment
The names of the attorneys for the
plaintiff are Messrs, Veeder and Veed- er, and their office and postofflce ad
dress is Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk, District Court, San Miguel
14-1-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOGH

-

-

$30,000-0- 0

Office with the San Mifjael National Bank
W1L

Q.

HA TOOK

H. W. EELLT.
D.

.
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"
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If Your Vacation

Takes You Near Battle Creek
You are cordially invited to spend
factories of the

a few hours at the famous pure food

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.
(Probably the greatest group of pure food factory buildings in the world

y)

Experienced guides are always on duty to show visitors the beautiful
offices and art galleries, the spacious grounds and gardens, aud the sur-

rounding group of twenty factories wherein are made

Postum, Instant Postum,
Grape-NutPost Toasties
and Post Tavern Porridge
s,

Every step in the making of these famous foods is shown the visitor
from raw material to finished article.
Guests are encouraged to ask questions, and the most searching inquiry into each and every process concerning pure foods and how they
are made, is invited.
The work of one thousand employes and the marvelous and intricate
machinery used in manufacture, was explained last year to some 25,000
visitors. This year there'll be more, and you are invited to be one of
There's considerable to see and

"There's a Reason"
POSTUM CEREAL CO. LTD., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

'
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This is the price of one of
the greatest labor stivers
for women thott has ever
been invented. Wo have
a few of the famous Williams Electric Flat Irons
for sale at this remark-abl- y
low price. They are
fully guaranteed. Get one
while they last. Buy now!
For after the few we have
on hand are sold, the
Prico will be S3.00.
THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER CO.
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would be well if the tacts in the case

were understood.
At times the apparatus Is undoubtedly slow In starting, but the real
cause is that the department is not
equipped with modern devices that
would make an Instantaneous get away
possible. An automatic registering
alarm system would do much'to'solve
the delay, As it is, the location of the
Ere must first be telephoned to central and then relayed from there to
headquarters, although the whistle Indicates the ward from which the call
comes. By this clumsy process several minutes are lost. Further, at night
there are only two men at headquarters, and the wagon must wait until
other of the volunteer boys come to
make up a snfftclent crew. During
the day the team is engaged on the
sprinkling cart, and must first be driven to headquarters before it can be
hitched to the fire wagon.
So much for the cause of the delays.
Nothing is to be said In blame. The
remedy lies with the city fathers, who
should figure out some way to increase
the equipment and efficiency of the
department If the apportionment for
fire protection from the tax levy is
not sufficient, nobody Will object to
an increase for this purpose.

THE DAILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED

1879

Published by
THE OfTIC PUBLISHING
(Id oo rporated)
. M. PADGETT.
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
Copy

Oae Week

M

One Month
Oae Tear

45

' 70
Dally, by Mall

16 00

Oae Tear (In advance)
mix Months (In adrance)

100

Oae Tear (In arrears
mix Months (in arrears)..

7.00

WEEKLY

ie Terr

S.7S

OPTIC AND 8TOCK
GROWER
IZ.00
.

0

-
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"Argument should not heneoessary
to
convince people that Thrift is one
(Cash In Advance for Mall
of the foundation stones of success in
Subscriptions.)
J
line of endeavor. Economy, acRemit by check, draft or money any
In youth and nurtured through
quired
rder. It sent otherwise we will not
middle age, rarely fails to make old
loss.
.
for
be responsible
honorable and secured."
Specimen copies free on application. age Albei J.
t Beverldge.
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
o
EXPIRATION OF TIME
NAVAL CANTEEN PAST
PAID FOR
Washington, July 1. Secretary Dan- ei's famous .order banishing intoxi
Advertisers: are guaranteed the cants from, tha navy went Into effect
largest dally and weekly circulation today. It not tuly abolishes the tra
mt any newspaper In northern New
ditional "wine mess" of the officers,
Mexico.
but bars all alcoholic liquors from ev
ery ship and shore station of the navy.
TELEPHONES
Beginning today any officer found
of alcoholic liquor on
In
Z
Main
possession;
Justness Office
. .
1
ll. 1 '
ouiliuu,
News Department ............Main 2 uuaru Blum ur uu; auy u
Comwill be guilty of misconduct
manding officers will be held responWEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 1914.
sible for the enforcement of the "dry

Bli Months
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PLANS INAUGURATED
BOSWELL CUTOFF

FOP,
NEW

ROAD WOULD SAVE SEVENAND BE GREAT
ADVANTAGE TO VEGAS.

TY MILES,
'

R. J. Taupert this morning received
word from C, M. Farnsworth, of the
Koswell Auto company, that a road
from Roswell direct to this city, eliminating the Lamy route, can' be built
with a comparatively small outlay, anj
little work. Mr. Farnsworth was in
Las Vegas the latter part of last week
and made the trip over the proposed
route, finding it even now in fairly
good shape.
The route to Roswell, as proposed
by Mrs. Farnsworth, is by the way of
Denial and VUlanueva. In his letter
Mr. Farnsworth states that at the present time there are only three or four
v
bad spots and one bad hill near
Vllla-nueva-

.

ROOSVEELT

FIRST SPEECH

.

..............

1

edict"

IX RE. FIRE 'DEPARTMENT
Considerable needless comment is
1 card about the streets
on the de- ln-.nt thfi fire denartmp-nt- . In STpttinE
f wr.y in response to an alarm,
not a defence of the department,
: -- r a
panegyric In Its praise, but It

fls

vv.K!;
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NEW RUSSIAN 'AMBASSADOR

T.
Washington, July :.
Marye, Jr., of San Francisco, has been
finally determined on for ambassador
to RuBsla. President Wilson today
sent his nomination to the senate.

(Continued rrom Page One)
one for principles. It
must always be a contest to enact into
law and reduce to the domain of executive action those principles. But it
is impossible to do this effectively until we drive from ptftlcal leadership
the bosses whose very existence in
politics is the negation cf those principles. There, is no use in endeavoring
to put into effect our platform for social and industrial justice if the legislative and executive officers of government are mere officers of a boss, whether this boss be Mr. Penrose, ' Mr.
Barnes or Mr. Murphy.
be primarily

1,

"Much of our effort is to secure
laws protecting the labor of women
and prohibiting the labor of children
In mines and factories, providing for
workmen's compensation and the like.
This effort is bound to come to naught
if, in its actual working, the forces of
government are administered by men
whose whole theory of action is based
on the alliance of crooked politics
with crooked wealth. ;
"Much of our effort is to help the
men who live of farms. . This effort
ill fail If the government of state
and nation is controlled by men who
tieat with derision the very idea of
seriously studying the conditions in
the1 open country that need remedying.
"Much of our effort Is to help the
Industry, We propose to make the
conditions such that honest men can
earn a fair living for themselves and
families without the haunting
fear jof being prosecuted for violations
of Saw which, they do not and could
not; know were such and which were
not Violations of sound public policy.

thr
'

'.;

v

;

This road, if built will eliminate 68
miles of the present route. The total
distance to Roswell would be 1S6
miles. . The local road commission is
anxious to do its share toward the
wcrk and the route will, undoubtedly
.."
be established.
The automobile traffic from Roswell
to this city en route to Denver is especially heavy at this time of the year,
and this community would
profit
greatly by the proposed route.

JULY

.

'
"Much, of bur effort 13 to help men
snd women workers. Just as we beamong the farmlieve in

ers and the business men so we be
lieve in cooperation among the wage
workers. And we further believe that
the wage workers and the business
men must
together and work
closer together for their mutual advantage. It has been the
competition of. the past the competition that Mr. Wilson Is determined to
preserve by law which has not only
hurt business and prevented the business man from working most effectively for the common good, but which
has forced the working men to work
for ruinously small wages. We propose
to substitute the era of
for the era of competition among the
bvsiness men and farmers and wage
workers; and as a necessary corollary
we believe that the government must
fashion supervise
in thorough-goin- g
and regulate this movement toward co
operation."
"We have had now 22 years of experience with trying to regulate business by destruction," the colonel concluded. "The result has been nearly
a flat failure. The administration proposes a policy of further destruction,
even more unintelligent conception
and certain to be more futile in performance than the existing
policy
which' it amends.
"The only alternative is the progressive plan. From all of this it fol
cut-thro-

1914.

a right to ask good
citizens to Join against the present administration. The policies of the administration should be rebuked by the
people and senators and congressmen
returned to Washington who will strive
to end these policies.''
Roosevelt Return to Gotham
New York, July 1. Colonel Roosevelt came back from Pittsburgh today after his speech there last night,
attacking the Wilson administration.
He arrived in New York at 9:40 a. m.
and declared he felt fine, notwithstanding his long speech, and the fact
that he did not retire until midnight.
"I feel In fine shape today," he
said. "If an athlete Is a little overtrained or out of condition he doesn't
feel just right before the game, but
when the game is on he is all right
However," he added, "I should not
like to deliver another speech1
lows that we have

'

'

Maybe Yes, Maybe Nix
Dr. Holbrook
Curtis, the

CITY

LIVE

A New

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County

1

We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as'

cut ready for mounting.

$01

They range w hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire. -

"

;

i
throat

specialist told Colonel Roosevelt today that he would have to rest six
weeks.
Then, after the colonel had
made a few speeches as a test, the
doctor said he would be able to tell
more definitely just what Mr. Roosevelt could do In the campaign.
"I'll be able to make some speeches
all right," said the colonel, confidently. IHe agreed that the six weeks'
sentence was preferable to the four
months' rest recently prescribed by
another physician.
"Maybe the doctor will let you be
a candidate for governor after all,"
said the questioner.
"They won't have to let me," answered the colonel. He did not make
it clear just what he meant by this
remark.
KANSAS

The Mora Gem

STOCK

Kansas City, July 1. Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market 5 cents lower.
Eulk $8.158.35; heavy $S.358.40;
packers and butchers $8.258.40;
lights $8.158.35; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 4,000. Market steaPrime fed steers $8.809.30;
dy.
dressed1 beef steers $7.508.60; western steers $6.508.90; southern steers
$u.758.35; cows $4.257.25; heif-r- s
$6.509; stackers and feeders $6.50
7.60; bulls $5.256.75; calves $6
9.50.

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

yfji

Call and See Them at

TAUPE RT'S
in the special group were higher. Dealings were restricted, the professional
element showing little disposition to
make new comitments in view of Impending developments. The close was
heavy. The last sales were:
68
Amalgamated Copper
106
American Sugar Refg
98
Atchison
..110
Northern Pacific
............163
Reading
964
Southern Pacific
.'154
Union Pacific
60
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.;...,...109
40
Chino Copper

however, led to selling that wiped out
tc
all the advance. After opening
Vi cent higher the market gradually
settled back to last night's level. The
cent above last
to
close was firm

night'

Plentiful moisture in the southwest
a rush of selling in the corn
to
crops. The opening, which was
down was followed an additional
fall before any reaction set in. The
close was unsettled, ranging from 1
cent advance, comcent decline to
.
pared with last night
Oats eased off with corn.
Provisions clung to last night's quotations. The closing quotations were:
led to

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Chicago, July 1. Wheat rose today

on account of strength at" Liverpool
and because of rains which were exstocks moved with some uncertainty pected to delay threshing of the wintoday but a few of the minor Issues ter crop. Weakness In coarse grain,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, July 1. Representative

Sept 77.
Wheat, July
Corn, July 68; Sept. 65.
Oats, July '36; Sept. 35.
Pork, July,w?21.65; Sept $20. IT.
Lard,. Juy$10;. Sept. $10.15.
V;
Ribs, July' SI 1.60; Sept. $11.55.

78;
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Sale
spltal Charity

Las Vegas

Am

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

..(Jii'

FRIDAY, JULY 1, 2 AND

3

the second time Las Vegas' Greatest Store has invited this benevolent organization to share in the
FOR of three days' business. They have accepted the invitation and yjll participate in the prbf its of
the business TEN PER CENT of the entire cash sales for the three days will bi given to this most deserving institution. The management of the "Store of Quality" has used every effort to see that the offerings of each
day are very attractive. Special offerings in large numbers at extremely low prices will be made from day
ihU
to day and. several large events will occur.
Miiy$iti2ave Somo Vary Extra Values Saved Eopocialiy tor 7hia Charity Sato
A Few Pointers Beiow:
1
JULY
FRIDAY. JULY 3rd noX
WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, 'JIZLY 2nd
SILK DAY ..,
To Make Our Dry Goods Department Interesting'
doUiiinVii

:

?"YP3
of

Remnants

plain and fancy silks," worth from 50c to
:.'
85c per yard, for
Standard Sl!ksZ6 in. wide messaline silks in any
shade worth $1.25, Wednesday's price, per yard....

off Reguiar Prices
en All BiliiQ

1- -3

Alii

s

'

?

.

Of)n

89c

CMIdran's and Babies. Shoo Day

to

low or high'sioes, WOrth $1,25. special pair
"
" . "
" $1.50,
"
"
"
"
8
to 12
$2.25 & $2.50 special
"
"
12 2 to
"
" $2.50 & $3
50c Soft Soled Baby Shoes cr Slippers at
2

1--

2

5

51-2to- 8
1--

2

1--

;

2"

4$

98o
$1.29
?

pait...$f.89
" . .,.$2.19

43o

IB per cent offentire stock shoos

40c

65c Mercerized Table Cloth

per yard

19c
15c

25c Mercerized Poplins, 19 inch

per

yard.....

20c Figured Crepes. 27

inch

per yard
15c Dress Ginghams
26 inch, per yard
$3.50 Bed Spreads, full ; sized

each

11c

44 lfl

49o
94c
75c
94c

36 inch Shepherd

Suiting
yard
54 inch All Wool Serge

.

yard
36 inch Silk

Ratine Suiting

yard
54 inch Cotton Ratine Suiting

yard ,
53 inch Novelty Suiting

B7c

T

Ten per cenfof Wednesday's Thursday's and Friday's total Cash Sales will be iyento the Las Vega's Hospital

This great Institution, established in 1884, and nobly and faithfully ministering to the sick and afflicted, is sadly in need of funds.' We count it a great privilege that this three
days' sale initiates the movement to provide funds for the improvement of the building as well as to care iot the needy. You who have homes and every comfort for your own
dear ones, do what you can to help this most worthy cause. 0
THIRD OFF ALL READY MADE GARMENTS.

15 to 33

l3

Per Cent

THE

STORE OF QUALITY

9

EVERYTHING

IN THE HOUSE ON

Discounts In

All Departments

,

E.LasVegas.

SALE

t

N.M.

'

'

'

f
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St. Louis

.
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PERSONALS
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Batteries: Hagerman, James,
man and Bassler; Baumgardner
Crossln.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

8

glful and educational tntereet

Bow-

and
,

good

Louise D&um and
jiiss ElizJeth Padgett, returned last
nint fro Portsmouth, 0. where they
"they havf been visiting relatives tor
the past few weeks.
O. B.' Morrison crvll engineer
by Carlos Spless and Fra
Hageberg, as chalnmen, returned last
nigbt from Lucero, Mora county, where
they went Monday to surrey a mining
tlilm located In the vicinity of the
piaclta of Lucero. Several of the resident of Lucero claimed that the lines
Claimed for the mlniug claims overlapped their lines, and would not per- mit the survey to be made by tne engineer.
.H. E. Wooding, advance agent Tor
the DeKreko Carnival company, which
will be on the West side next week
under the auspices of the E, Romero
Hose and Fire company, came in last
night from AlbuquerQue.- Mrs. G. L. Kahle and daughter, Miss
"Eunice Kahle, former residents of this
city but now located at Denver, passed through this afternoon on their
way to Los Angeles, where they will
pend the remainder of the summer.
:
Mies Ethet McClure of Mills, N. M.,
came In yesterday, and will remain
lere for the summer.
J. D, Hagdorn, president of the
company of Cimarron, N. M., arrive J in Las Vegas last
night for a short business visit
J. S. Baylis, superintendent of the
western division of the Harvey system, returned to his headquarters in
this city last night from Colorado
'
Springs and other points, where he
lias been On business for a short time.
D. T. Hosklns, jr., of Lincoln, Neb.,
Is expected to arrive In Las Vegas
the latter part of this week for an
extended visit with hie brother, D.
T. Hosklns of this city.
Mrs. E. H. Hilton of Chicago came
1n yesterday afternoon and will spend
the remainder of the summer In this
ity as a visitor.
iRs. F. Johnson, manager of the Cel-- J
' Jars Dry Goods company, will leave
this evening on train No. 2 for points
In the east, where he will be on a buying trip for several weeks. He will
visit Kansas City, Chicago, andX New
'.'
"York.
Dr. F. R. Lord returned lasf night
Irom New York and will remain here
lor some time. Dr. Lord expects to
locate in the east and is here making
final arrangements for the change of
location.
Sostenos Delgado of Chaperlto, who
"Was1 a business visitor in Las Vegas
yesterday, reports that the rainfall in
the vicinity of his home has been
aieavy for the past few days and Is
loinga wonderful amount of good for
that ppmmunlty.
Mrs. P. J. Acker and children, and
Mrs. A. P. Bush and children arrived
In Las Vegas yesterday afternoon
Trom their home at Mobile, Ala., and
"will spend, the summer In this city!.
Mrs. Acker was a visitor here last
summer and is well known to Las
Vegans.
Mi sa Pearl M. HalJ of Dawson
in the city yesterday and will
spend the remainder of the summer
'

r

Tiere.

and Mrs. Richard F. Hays returned last night from Portland, Ore.,
"where they have been visiting their
ison for the past few weeks.
Dr. G. M. Jones, city milk Inspector,
last night from Clovia and
Teturjj"
Albuquerque, where he has been on
business for the past week.
Mi

to Mora
Tiiesday, Thursday and Saturday, lealng Las Vegae poatofnee
S a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
I,eave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
tor one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307.
Automobllestajellne

Adv.

Ybfk.i.;.i,8735

New

.531)

.508

36
31

.486
.475
.450
.426

33

...26

35

A A 39

v1:

..

v

.r89

37
.35

Boston-.-

.

,

Chicago

,

........35

.

.

.

.

.600
.557

'

33
41

At New York
.361 Brooklyn .
New York

I
24
28
27

35
32
34
40

Pet
.603
.574
.551
.543
.536

27
29
31

32

38
37
30
29

32
44
44

25

Batteries:
Oeschger and
James and Gowdy.

8,4

Des Moines

4ii Federal. Leagua,
Chicago at Indianapolis.
SULouis. At.. Kansas CLty.,!.',
Baltimore at Pittsburgh.

,

.

Brooklyn.

Western League
Lincoln at Wichita.
St. Joseph at Sioux City.
Omaha at Des Moines.
Denver at Topeka.

American

':

B($n

.

RESULTS

-

.I

8

1

R.H.E.

.......5

9
3 10

1
3

Philadelphia
R. Collins and Thomas,
Batteries:
C'arrigan; Wyckoff and Schang.

K.H.E
At Washlntgon
.1 7 i
New York
2
5 0
Washington
and
Caldwell
Keatling,
Batteries:
and
Johnson
Henry,
Ayers,
Sweeney;
Ainsmlth.
At Cleveland 1st Game: R. H.E,
0
8 11
Cleveland
;....3 7 3
St. Louis ,
'
Batteries: Gregg and O'Neill; Ham
ilton,; Hoch and Agnew, Crossln.

R.H.E.

Second" Game

......

.tf--

.
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'; COMPARATIVlls

-

We offer

THIS- -

.0

Condensed Statement of the
PEOPLES BANK 1 TR.UST COMPANY
East Las Vegai, New flexico

June 30,

June 30,

1913 f-

Resources
Loans and discounts
.
Furniture and fixtures
Cash and due from banks..

;

'do.

Capital
Profit
.Deposits

.'l'..-

-

';

ii

r,

;.

"

.

i

Liabilities

.

,.

.

The

$247,808.11

JOIV

.

i

, ."L,(,..i
above-Statement- s

W,

Oak-A-Nlt-

t

floor or rug borders.
95c for $1.20 square yard heavy Inlaid Linoleum in several beautiful
''
'
;i i
.
new tile patterns.
l ?,
t
$9.85 for $13.50 Seamleat Tapestry 9x12 Rugs, new spring patterns.
.'$14.85 for $17.50 Seamless heavy Tapeitry, 9x12 Rugs.
$18.65 for $22.50 Smith's 9x12 Heavy Axmlnster Rugs, 1914 paterna.
:,

V

'

$400,533.38

"

.
Capital
Profits and eurplua
Depo8lt
.i. i

$113,180.00
2,038.72
, 182,589.61

,

.

.

, v

Liabilities

'

WINS

4,750.00
19 210.45
$247,80S

-

.-

223,SL7.?S

1914

Resources
,
, c
j
Loans and discounts
$335,655.21
,
Furniture, and fixtures
8,685.29
Cash and, due from banks.. 56,192.88
j
--

.y

$114,220.00
10,125.76;
276,187.62'

-

1

400,533.38

are correct
IIARRI3, President

IN HENLEY RACES
B. AYER OF UNION BOAT
CLUB, BOSTON, DEFEATS
CAMBRIDGE MAN

JAMES
-

Only one of the three American entrants for the diamond sculls survived
the first round of the contest today. James Bv Ayer of the Union
Boat club of Boston easily disposed
of R. Could of New Zealand and
Jesus college, Cambridge, but William
Tudor Gardiner succumbed to G. C.
Fripp, and Paul Withington to J.
Lawrence Tann In the latter case
after a most exciting finish in which
the American was within an. ace of
overtaking the Englishman at the fin
'
ishing line.
Robert Dibble of Toronto also won
his race, sdulllng beawtlfully through
out In the next sejles of heats Ayer
meets the Italian, Sinigaglia, who today1 defeated the English crack, Ed
P. Pinks, and Dibble meeta Tana
A broiling hot day greeted the open
ing of the royal regatta here, and
found tens of thousands of lovers of
aquatlo sports gathered along the
banks of the Thames.
James Bayer of the Boston' Union
Boat club, beat R. Gould, of New Zealand, and Jesus College, Cambridge,
in the fourth heat flf the Diamond
sculls by two lengths. Time 8 min
utes, 44 seconds.
Robert Dibble of the Don Rowing
club, Toronto, amateur sculling cham
Scrut-tf.i- i,
pion of America, geat F. F..V.
of .the Vikings club, in their heat
in the! diamond sculls.
G.C. Frfch, of Manchester, England,
beat William T. Gardiner in the sev
'
.i
enth heat.
V
J. Lawrence Tann of "the Thames
Rowing club" beat Paul Wlthingtont of
of the Union Boat'club, Boston, In the
eighth heat.
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BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 42 Piece Dinner, Set given
forcou pons. One coupon will be found in each carton of Crystal But-ter- .
The complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the otest. and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.
A

J

Crystal Creamery Co.

N

TELEPHONE
COUNTY ASSESSORS SLOW
Santa Fe, July 1. Although th
London, July 1. '"Mr. Marconi conslate board of equalization meets on templates being able to telephone from
STUPENDOUS ERUPTION next Monday only four of th 26 as- Carnarvon, Wales to New York before
sessment rolls have been received by the end of the year'" was the statelaw re ment made today toy th manager of
th traveling auditor. Th
MILE quires the rolls to be at Santa Fe In the company in testifying before the
FROM PLUME OF SMOKE
HIGH ASHES FALL OVER AREA
time for the meeting of the board and Dominion's royal commission on imSOCIETY LEADER VICTIM
OF MANY LEAGUES
the stat may proceed .again those as perial coromuunlcations. He added
sessors Who fall to send In their rolls. that Marconi also anticipated increasMYSTERIOUS
1. After less
IN
Hed
Bluff,
Cal.,
July
ing the speed of the wireless telegraph
C. ZING ACCEPTS
than 24 hours of qulencence Lassen
to 300 words a minute.
ULSTER IN ARMS
peak burst forth early today in a stuMURDER.
London, July 1. Ulster volunteers
CALL FROM ARIZONA
DYNAMITE , KILLS FOUIt
eruption the fourteenth In have been notified,' according to the
pendous
.
the series that began May 30. No Belfast Echo, that the time has arCharlotte, N. C, July 1. Chief WalMRS. LOUISE BAILY SHOT WHILE flames were seen, but the vast plums
rived when on an order from ibalr lace, of the local fire department, and
IN DOCTOR'S OFFICE FOR
of blackened steam from the crater commanding
POPULAR TEACHER OF; NORMAL
officers th men' may one 'fireman were killed, and three
ADVICE
and
In
th
mile
a
sky,
waved
high
SUPERINTENDENT
BE
WILL
carry arms openly and that any attempt others were seriously ijured today by
Macomber flats", to seize th arms or th volunteers who a dynamite explosion in a small fire.
at
ash
fell
volcanic
CLARKSDALE
AT
July 1. Evidence 13 miles distant.
Freeport, N.
ay be carrying them in accordance with The dynamite stored by a contractor
to
support Dr. Edaccumulated today
than half an hour this
a
little
lees
For
was ignited Iby ,a fire in a bam.
,
order, is to be resisted, ,
Professor O. C. Zingg of the Nor ward Carman's story that Mrs. Louise
inverted cone of soaring gases
the
returned irom
mal University haa
llll!!tlt!!1H!nf!!I!f!!!l!l?F.
Bailey, slain last night In his office, maintained, sharp defined, the well
Tucumcarl, where he was engaged in was killed1 from a shot from outside known volcanic outline. First, from
Miiiiiii!iii!iiiiiin:;:;:L:ii!M;;::!i!inir
county institute work. He reports the the office window. In the physician's the. mouth of the crater itself, stood
work of the institute highly suocess- - room, four feet from the window, de
up a vertical shaft of ashes. As the
case shaft rose it mushroomed outward,
tectives found an instrument
bearing on its white enamel finish keeping at its heart the black core of
STATE BANK ItEPOKT
'
powder burns, and a furrow that might ash.
Keport of the Condition of
So great was the fore of the erup
have beevDlowei, .y, .tbe ibullet( as
v
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
it sped towards Mrs. Bailey.
tion that the height of the cloud
The Instrument case is so low that seeoied to equal the distance from
At the close of business June 39.1 1914
RESOURCES
had. the shot been fired irom msiae the mouth of the crater to the plateau
..
.....J150.ai.TO the room the person who held the at th base of the peak proper. It was
Loans and Discounts
0,lf7.84
Cash with Ban Miguel Nat'X BanU
53(4.00
Real Estate
pistol must have squatted tne noor. almost as if on mountain had been
1I.S50.00
etc.
Bonds,
Stock,
It was, however, directly in the path stood up against another. At this
. (182,198.63
Total
that the bullet would have taken from distance there was the appearance of
thev
LIABILITIES
the broken what seemed a thin sheet of gas hissshoved
through
a
pistol
'
,.$ 30,000.00
Capitl Stookpaid In. .
vt ing from a crevic or fissiur on the
6.O0O.O0 window panoV; In the presence,
...
.
Surplus
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Interest and Discount .'.
CO.
distinct from the main
Dr. Carman todawhears-e--l nrth
detectives,
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Deposits.RpMERO HOSE AND
scene. He was about crater Itself. Two eruptions seemed
murder
the
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MnmhP r nf S vi 9 CBWlsltors 1 1
to. pull aside ihe curtain to permit to be '.going on at the same lime.
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Interest panTOn''iepjaitv- The true volcanic nature of the
Dividends Paid during tne tne rear on uapitai Mrs. Bailey to leave his office, he said,
Stock , and
of
crash
a
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as determined by 3. 3. Diller
glass
when
he
eruption,'
12400
Amount....
Percent
Jan. lit. and June 30, 1914 saw a. hand with a pistol poked of the United States geological surDate paid
President, W. G. Haydon. Vice President! H
the broken pane. He and his vey was further emphasized today H
W. Kelly- Treasurer. D T. Hoskins. Directors through
Wm. G. Haydon. H. W. Kelly. Jaoob Gross, patient were barely two feet apart, he by the strong stench' of sulphur per
'
Frank Springer and J. u. Stearns.
sEid7He ducked behind sn operating ceptible at Viola, 22 miles down the
State of New Mexico 1
was
so
the pistol
chair and as he did
wind to th north.
County of San Miguel I
E5
r n .. .
n m t. i. i n tr. ....
fired and quickly withdrawn.
tit.
President, and H. W. Kelly. Director. J. H.
a
DISORGANIZED
learned
that
COMPANY
detectives
today
The
S3
Stearns, Director and Jacob Gross, Director of
the Las Vegas Savings Bunk of Las Vegas, New few minutes after the shot was fired,
Merry-g- o
New York, July 1. While the Uni S3
Mexico, a bank organized under the laws of
the Territory, now btute oi New Mexico, upon a young woman hurried into the Free- ted States Express company ceases to, g5
oath, duly sworn, each for himself, desposeth
in b a transportation agency today, none ,
and says, that ths above and foregoing state- port railroad station, apparently
ments of the Resources and Liabilities, Depoand
took
the
first
train
of the 15,000 employes will be out of
sitors, Interest paid on Deposits and Divideuds gieat agitation,
paid on Capital stock of the above named bank fcr New York. She was described as employment, as the business of the j g
at the close of business June 80., 1UU, are corwell dressed and auhurn haired.
rect and true.
company will be transacted hy other j
D. T. Hoskws, Treas.
Dr. Carman insisted today companies, which have tasen
.
Although
overj
W G. Hatdow. Pres.
that he had not met Mrs. Bailey until practically all of the mileage operated.
H. W. Kkult, Director
7
f
J. H. 8tbbns. Director
she called at his office last night for Of the 15,000 employes of the United
Jacob Uruhs, Director
i
whoso sal1
Subscribed and sworn to before me this personal advice, the detectives began ctotoa RVTirRgs company,
1st., day of July A. D. ItfU.
work with the woman in back- allers aggregate $6,000,000 a year,
their
IS SAIL)
E S. LIWI8.
their theories regarding the 14,000 will be continued in the posiNotary Public ground of
f??F?SMf f flf Its'
ri?ifsfftfBiiii
My commission expires uen.0, ivit.
the slayer.
of
tions they have held.
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45c for 60c square yard Printed Linoleum.
Linoleum.
Printed
55c for 80c square yard heavy
65c for 85c square yard heavy Printed Linoleum.
e
Flooring 36 In. wide, suitable for
48c for 60c Ford'e
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Cleveland
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The special finance committee, ap
pointed by the Modern Woodmen or
America, J. S. Nelson, E. R. Russel,
M. Northrup, Ed E. Gehrlng and
Z. W. Montague, for the purpose of
renting the O. R. C. hall In Pioneer
building on Douglas avenue, and purchasing the furniture, piano,' and entire equipment, as now used by and
'
belonging to .Order of Railroad Conductors, Ladies' Auxllary, has leased
the hall for four years, and purchased
the furniture. The Modern Woodmen
will be pleased to have all orders now
occupying the hali to continue, on the
same terms as before. All who wish
arrange for lodge meetings, ban
quets or Boclal gatherings, Vill phjase
notify H. M. Northrup, secretary of
Greenberger clothing store.

Philadelphia at Boston.
Brookb'u at.New York.

At Phlladelpuhia

4

Lafferty, Lakoff and
Shaw, Haley; Slagle and Crosby.

Pittsburgh at St. Louis.

"'

......7

13

Batteries:

National League
Cincinnati at Chicago.

-

0

R.H.E.

Omaha

.

YESTERDAY'S
'

KiUifer;

i..:

f-

AMERICAN

and

Batteries: Ebell, Riley and Murphy;
Thomas and Schang.

BASEBALL

American League
,
; ,
Chicago at Dertroit,
StJ Louis at Cleveland.
New York at Washington.
Boston "atA Philadelphia.

4,

2

...13 17

At Des Moines

atj;

1

R. H. E.

4,

Buffalo

4

3,5

1

At Sioux Cit-y-

,

R.H.E.

Western League
R. H. E.
At Wichita
.2 11 4
Lincoln
Batteries:
Scrogglns and Rehor;
Baker and Graham.

.441
.397
.362

38
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3r

'

Sioux City
St. Joseph

!

6
0

...

.....38

TODAY'S

4
11

.693
R.H.E.
.693
At Boston First Game:
5 15 0
.563 Philadelphia ,
4 13 2
.542 Boston '.
and
.470
Batteries:
Rixey, Alexander
.439 Klllifer; Cratcher, Strand and Whaling
.424
R. H. E.
.394
Second Game:
.2 4 4
Philadelphia
.4 "9 1
Boston

24,

41
39

Topeka

'

Batteries:
Reubach, Ragan
Pet. Fischer; Tesreau and Meyers.

Western League
W.
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.....6

.36, '

D9

35
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36:
,..
Chicago.
32
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,j.
Kansas Clt? .........31
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...25
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.

6

R.H.E.
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8
0
Pittsburgh
1 5 1 lineal
St. Louis
Batteries: Harmon, McQuillan and
Coleman, Kafora; Sail ee and Win go.

.638
.636
.622
.607

32

Federal League
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6
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1

Chicago
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31
30
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...........22

Des Moles.
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Pet

..24

Denver
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Lincoln . .

National League
At Chicago

I

34

Cleveland V.
New York

An

1

Batteries: Ames and Clark; Humph,
ries and Bresnahan.

W.

4i :V

8 9 1
Detroit
Batteries: Russel, Scott, Walsh and
,
Schalk; Dubuc and. Bfcker.

32
31

American league
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Detroit ... ,
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St. Louis
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.6X7

31

37
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,....-.,.- .;

Pet
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Chicago
33
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R. H. E.
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Quay county.
While In Tucumcarl Professor Zingg
wa, notified of hla election aa superintendent of the new school at Clark-dalAria. CUvrkdale promises to be
one of the largest smelter towns of
the southwest which Senator Clark
is building to take care of the ore
of the United Verde mine at Jerome.
Clarkdale is located in the Verde valley, noted for Its excellent fruit and
the town is a model one, laid out
with the idea of giving the best advantages to the people employed there.
A new $40,000 school building will
be completed before the opening of
the smelter in January and Professor
Zingg is well qualified to organize the
school system there along progressive

:

:

--

ALL , NEXT WEEK

July 6th to 11th.

6 Big Shows 6
round
$10,000
Fifteen Concessions
S
H PLENTY OF FUN FOR EVEItY 0'

-
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law'-tand-

IN RAILROAD CAbE
TITLE

j

TO SCHOOL LANDS BY
COMMON CARRIERS IS THE
BASIS (OF 8UIT

Santa Fe, July 1. A legal question
6! much Importance to the state was
laised this afternoon by the St Louis,
Jtocky Mountain and Pacific railroad,
through its president, Jan Tan Houten
asking for title to its right of way
of school sections. .The request
brought State Land Commissioner R.
P, Errlen to Assistant Attorney Gen
eral Harry S. Clancy who has reserv
ed his decision. By territorial statute, railroads were
state
granted right of way across
Jands. Under the federal law, nnder
which the school sections are granted
the state, no portion of any school
scetion can be alienated in any form
cr for anyone. School sections may
enly be leased.
This has raised a collateral question: Should the railroads be compelled to pay an anual rental for their
right of way across state school lands?
The New Mexico Central, the Belen
Cutoff, the St Louis, Rocy Mountain
end Paclfio, and other roads cross
snjch lands, and It would mean a tidy
cum to the etate If they can be compelled to pay a rental and also to pay

'

rental for b&u years.
It la
However, as the
rot likely that the railroads can be
len anything better than an easement, a right of way, that would revert to the state when the railroad
quits doing business.
This Is a far reaching conclusion, for
it Is possible that the New Mexico
Central, unless It Is sold soon, will
have to go out of business. In that
case. Its right of way across school
sections would revert to the state.
The road Is paying Its way under Receiver Murray, but money Is needed
It Is unlikely that
(or betterments.
further Issues of receiver's certificates will be authorized or marketed,
and the future of the enterprise looks
unless some other railroad
dubious
buys It In, or a new corporation takes
It off the receiver's hands and makes
extensions planned to Roswell or to
the San Juan coal fields.
The opinion of the attorney general's
ofPce is therefore looked forward to
with consllerable Interest
up the

RULING

s.

A PERFECT CATHARTIC
There is sure and wholesome action
in every dose of Foley Cathartic Tab
lets).,
with never a
They cleanse
gripe or pain. Chronic cases of constipation find them Invaluable. Stout
people are relieved of that bloated,
congested feeling, so uncomfortable
especially in hot weather. They keep
your liver busy. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Stores Adv.

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Protoesor of
Georgrapy Al Janowskt of the University of Warsaw, Poland, today enrolled
for the Jemez expedition of the School
of American Archaeology, from August 17 to September 6, which will
excavate the ruins of Amoxlumque, a
mile above the Jemex mission church.
Mrs. U. L. W. Wilson, president of the
Normal School for Girls, also enrolled
for the expedition today, which will
leave Santa Fe on horseback, going
leisurely via the cliff dwellings of the
Pajarito plateau. Although the expedition will carry a commissary and
maintain one at the ruins, arrange
ments have also been completed for
excursionists who wish to be at Jemez
during the excavations, Rev. and Mrs.
Lansing Bloom having consented to
serve meals at the Presbyterian mis
sion for members of the scientific
party as well as for excursionists.
1.

Best Diarrhoea Remedy
If you have ever used Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy you know that it Is a success.
Sam F. Guin, Whatley. Ala., writes:
"I had measles and got caught out in
the rain, and it settled In my stomach
and bowels. I had an awful time, and
had it not been for Chamberlain's
Colic, cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
I could not possibly have lived but a
few hours longer, but thanks to this
remedy, I am now well and strong."
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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NEW SUITS

FOR EXPEDITION

TEACHER

Santa Fe July

)rV

FILED

Santa Fe, July 1. In the district
court today, Emil Rosenwald of Las
Vegas, filed suit against A. C. Hepner
to recover $57.90 Interest and costs

Ue

account
Frank W. Broad of Chama brought
suit In the district court for Rio Ar-

OPTIC

8

riba county, against Venecslao Jara-mllltreasurer of that county, for. a
readjustment of taxes.
The arguments in the New Mexico
Central case continue to occupy the
attention of the district court today.
Severe Attack of Colic Cured
travels in Virginia
and other Southern States, Was taken
suddenly and severely ill with colic,
At the first store he came to the mer
chant recommended Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
TwO doses of it cured him. No one
should leave home on a journey with
out a bottle of this prescription. For
sale by alj dealers. Adv.

COLUMN

E. E. CroBS who

RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

Five cents per line , each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line
All advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually ut
without regard to number ef words.
cash in advlnce preferred.

POLITICS
Not only at San

N

Santa Fe, July 1.
s
hold
ta Fe will the
a meeting on July 4 to discuss candl'
dates of their race for Hie republican
and democratic tickets this fall, but a
similar meeting has been called for
the National Guard armory at Las
Cruces on that day, at which addresses will be made by George W. Armijo
OPTIC NUMBER. MAIN I,
who is to sell out his business shortly
at El Paso to return to Santa Fe
to take a hand in the political game;
Jose Gonzales who will speak in
Spanish, and Dr. R. E. McBride who FOR SALE Piano. Call Main 334.
will make an English speech. An announcement of the event ends with: FOR SALE A $1,800 automobile for
1550. See Ben Coles, East Las Vegas.
"Que Viva Blfego Baca."
Spanish-American-

For Sale

MISSING

GIRL LOCATED

For Rent

If Kidneys and Bladder Bother
Then Foley Kidney Pills

The telephone, a plaything of thirty years ago, has kept pace with the
growth until today there are 8,500,000 in daily use.
In

are

'a

the seven mountain states operated by our telephone company, 'there
222,582 telephones

giving dally service.

Private enterprise, guided

by a

Spirit of Service with a Liberty

has made this development possible.

of effort,

There are more telephones giving better service in the United States, than
any country In the world.
,

In

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph

Company

IN LIBERTY AND SERVICE

VE

Mrs. Van Petten

806 Seventh street
Overworked kidney
will break
down if not helped. When they can
no longer protect the blood and the
body from the poisons that come to LOST One brown mare 21 months
old; star in face, white spot on
them, then look out for Bright's disnose, also white spot on left hind
ease, serious kidney trouble and blad
der annoyances
foot scar on Inside of right fore
Foley Kidney Pills
are your best protection, your best
leg; no brands. Reward if returned
to the Harris dairy.
medicine for weak, sore, overworked
kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN
WOMAN BADLY BURNED
Dentist
Santa Fe, July 1. Another victim
Dental
work
of
any description at
of the habit of starting fires with coal
moderate prices
oil is reported from Amistad, Union
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
county, where Mrs. F. A. Tonkin was
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411
badly burned in a fire caused by her
stove.
oil
kitchen
Into
the
coal
pouting
The entire home was destroyed.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Honaer. Chester A. Hmnket
Eases Torment of Asthma and Hay
Attorneya-at-LaFever
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
For the discomfort and misery of
asthma and hay fever use Foley's
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Honey and Tar Compound. It puts a
healing, soothing coating over the Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
swollen, tickling membranes, and eas Halrjand Scalp Treatment Manicure,
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Batha
es the thick and choking sensation.
and Massage With Strict Atnat
and
Helps you to breathe easily
tention to Doctor's
urally. la the yellow package. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Prescription
I
HOTEL ROMAINE
Adv.
i
Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
44.
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to
F. J. HUBBELL A CANDIDATE
3:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M.
Santa Fe, July 1. i"J. F. Hubbell,
the Indian trader of Ganado, Ariz.,
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
though a republican, is confident of
Osteopathic Physician
being the next senator from Arizona,"
Offlce Crockett Building
declared Surveyor Dunnlngton of the
department of the interior today. Dun Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
Residence Phone Main '384
nlngton who has just returned from
the neighboring state, was a guest at
HubbeU's fine home, rich in art treas
MONUMENT CO
ures, on the Navajo reservation. Hub- N. M.
Albuquerque,
bell will be named in the primaries as
215 E. Central
the republican candidate for the sen
13 Tears Practical Experience.
ate and his popularity throughout the
W. W. BOWERS.
state Is such, and the total vote so B. A. JONES
he
that
expects
small,
camparatlvely
AMERICAN INSTITUTE MEETS
no difficulty in being elected this fall.
Cambridge, Mass., July 1. The
American Institute of Instruction
CITROLAX
which la the oldest educalonal body
CITROLAX
in the country, began its eighty-thir-d
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDREN
, Finest physio in the world for chit annual convention today at Harvard
dren. They love to take it it tastes university. The attendance includes
like lemonade. It is mild and suits teachers from many parts of the countheir sensitive organs. It is thorough try. Prof. Albert B Hart of Harvard,
and keeps their systems cleansed, Arthur W. (Dunn of the United States
sweet and wholesome. It does the bureau of education, and a number
too. An Ideal of other well known figures in educa
same for grown-ups- ,
Iaxativa O. G. Schaefer and Red tional circles will deliver addresses
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
during the three days' sessions.
(

JONES-BOWER-

ONLY THROUGH
has the Bell Telephone System
OF of the many THOUSANDS
been made possible; the
who have PROVIDED the MONEY to build it
YOU MAY JOIN IN THIS
by the purchase from us
STATES TELEPHONE AND
of some of the stock of THE MOUNTAIN
TELEGRAPH COMPANY, your telephone company.
SHARES ARE OF $100 PAR VALUE and pay $7 a year dividend,
distributed $1.75 quarterly. THE STOCK Is widely held, actively traded
In, quickly controvertible Into cash and may be BOUGHT OR SOLD IN
LOTS OF ANY SIZE from one share up.
PRICE AND FULL PARTICULARS will be mailed on request sent to
Gas and Electric Building, Denver, Colorado.
432-43- 8

i

BOBTTCHBR POBTER & COMPANY

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL SROTHERHOOB
N
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular, comyigat
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas artaae.

third Thursday
in
each month. visiting

0

Tisltlng members are e
J C. Werts.
disJly welcome.
b.others cordially in dent; J. T. BubJer, Secretary; S,
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M, H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
day evenings each month at WeoS
men halL Visiting brothers coral
Ret- KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave
fes-- ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
day In each naatt at Ma-- W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. EL
M. smith, EX C; Cham, Tanune, Re
corder.
8

o'clock,

rlt

f

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. a, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regalar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
temple at 7:0 p. m. p. No,
a. Brlaagar, H. p.; F. O. No.
No,
Blood, Secretary.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
4. Meets every Monday
renin at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No.
Drethren cordially invited, to attend No.
J. Frledenstine, N. G,: A. T. Rogers No.
v. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Na
werta, Treasurer: C, V. Hedsrcock.

Cemetery Trustee.

Cast Bound
Arrive
7:20, p.

I....

4. ...11:54 p.

8....

m...

m

2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
West Bound

II....

Derail
7:41 p.
11:SI p.
1:31 a.
1:0 a.

Arrive
1:10 p. m
f:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
1:35 p. m

1....

I....
?..v.
I....

at
a
av

Desalt
1:35 a. Q
:4t a. at
4:31 p. sfc
I'M p.

'

B.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
O. R. C hall, Douglas avenue, on the

-i-

FLOUR

man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. M.

It

a

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. halL Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.

giving you

way when you
learn how Much

J

BefcrEMPRESS

IS.

FLOUR really is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

55

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 141
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues-

7!Z

day of the month In the vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at t o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vited. Isaac AppeL President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.

?

l

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND

FIVE

STAMPS

vnn

BDIUftc

OF AMERICA

Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Lore at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; 8. W
Ylsltlni
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially weleone and
cordially Invited.

'

a present for doing something
you d do any

L. O. O. MOOSE

MODERN WOODMEN

f you use

EMPRESS

first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Free

.

SILVER

I

L

PLATE

I

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH

1REY(STER- LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. c. hall.

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Riohard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
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"The Corporation Different"

CO-OPERATI-

ROOM FOR RENT

Lost

That Spirit of Service has made the Bell System one of the largest and
most useful corporations in the country.

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANlLKS

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
FOR SALE Small ranch near Hot
month Elks" home on Ninth street
Springs. For Information see Frank and
avenue. Visiting brothers
LeDuc, plaza west of Vegas Thea are Douglas
invited. Wm. H. Springcordially
ter.
er, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Condon.
Secretary.

Santa Fe July 1. After a search by
the authorities Maria Sanchez daughter of Felix Sanchez, of Socorro, has
been located in El Paso by Detective FOR RENT Four room nicely fur
nished cottage on hill. Inquire at
"Billy" Smith. The girl is only 15
620 Sixth street
a
over
to
was
old
turned
and
years
probation officer. She declared that
she left home because she did not FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
like her stepfather.

Republic Is founded on the Splrity pf Liberty, the Bell System
Is fostered and guided by a Spirit of Service,

CAFE

.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'

Just as the

AND

IHX BEST

CHAPMAN

Wanted

In the century and a half that has passed since that day, the
Spirit of
Liberty has been the keynote of the Republic's progress.

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

stomach pained me night and day,"
she writes. "I would feel bloated and
have headache and belching after eat
ing. I also suffered from constipation. My daughter had used Chamberlain's Tablets and they did her so WANTED Horse and buggy for its
keep, any length of time. Address
much good that she gave me a few
X., care Optic.
doses of them and insisted upon my
trying them. They' helped me ns
WANTED Furnished house, four or
nothing else has done." For sale by
five rooms, modern or partly set W,
Adv.
all dealers.
U. Telegraph Co.

On July 4th, 1776, the ringing of the Liberty Bell announced to the world
the birth of a new nation.

LOBBY

on

Cured of Indigestion
Mrs. Sadie P. Clawson, Indiana, Pa.,
was bothered with Indigestion. "My

LIBERTY AND SERVICE

&e

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city froca

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
........ ,.L.1H pr
. 25a

t00 lbs, or More, Each Oelvsry
1,000 lbs to 2.000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibfc to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 2M lbs. Each Delivery
- Lass
than 6 lb. Each Dell vary
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors ! Hatnral laa, tte Partfj
Lasting Quail ties el WMrt Bare Made Las Tegaa fasten
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE Tin E TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

ft

while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL

ARE COOL.

The Optic for a, whole yea.r unci this
is only
lbor
saving-convenien-

ce

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

W Off,

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
f
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MUTUAL THEATER

i

CHARITY BALL

Bridge St

Two-ree-

Feature

l

"Algy's Alibi- Tbanbouser T
"Our Mutual Girl" No. 18
HM-M-

30c per pound

1 1 1 HH-H-H-

LOCAL

1

1

QUALITY

BAD WEATHER WILL KEEP BUT
FEW AT HOME AND ALL WILL
HAVE TIME DE LUXE

COUNTS

Promptly at 9 o'clock this evening,
at the armory, the grand march of
the charity ball for the benefit of the

1 1

NEWS

In the case of Frank M. Page, plaint- ur, agiost sscnool District No. 17. of
Guadalupe county, where the plaintiff
sues the school district for the sum
of $120, the motion of the defendant
requiring the plaintiff to make his
complaint more definite was sustain
ed by the court; The ase wa tried
before Judge D. J. Leahy yeBterdayi,

Stearns' Store

10

--

-

i. "

'

per cent of Wednesday's, Thurs
uays ana friday's cash sales gd to
the Las Vegas hospital. Bacharach's,

JOHN II. YORK
GROCER
AND

,

BAKER

i

Adv.

Secretary p,.

3
We are In position to save you money on your floor coverPKICE3 on ANY
ings. Come in, compara
REQJJLAR
make Rug. If we cannot" ea?e you money we do not expect
your business.

5r

INLAIDS, all pattern 90c per yard up. We LAY at the
above prices FREE of charge and allow 10c Per yard off if
'""'"
we do not have to lay It.

Page Sample Firnitire
Company
114
Phone
507JSixth Street

Vegas

Not "Heavier Than '.Air"

i

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack to- -

E6e Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President.
President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaDct RajmoMs. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital. $100,000;:Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In Tevery department of Banking we
are prepared to give the besfPWvfce

tat crest PelJ on

Tfmo Deposit

h;

Model 59 Over- teund . .

.
$650.00
1 Hupmobile, 1914 model, $850.00
1 Buickrl9ir model . . $250.00
1 Ford, 1913 model . . $250.00
1 Viehle touring car . . $300.00
1913-Abb- ott
Detriot Electric
Oght, Self Starter . . $1,000

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO,

LeNoir of the ,Y.

MEETING OF FlRE COMTANY
ML'C. A. today received
All members bt the E. RoMerokose lioaJfrom-Jtepreseatatl-

a

v

and Fire company are urged to be
present at the meeting- to be held on
Friday night at the fire hall, for the
final arrangements for the Fourth of
July celebration. The members of the
bose company say that the entertain
ment will be excellent In every way
next Saturday, and are anxious to
make the assertion good". The com
plete program has not been arranged
as yet but Saturday afternoon the
usual races and other entertainment
will take place on the Plaza, and in
the evening the usual display of fire
works will be given. Sunday after
noon there will be a big band concert
and a ball agtne at Amusement park
and beginning on Monday the big car
nival under the auspices of the R.
Komero Hose and Fire company will
open.

1

welfare department of the Women's
club, will be playedi For many days
now the ladles who have the affair
in charge have been working hard for
its success. The floor has been put
In the best of shape, beautiful decorations have been provided, and the
Las Vegas Dance orchestra has been
rehearsing faithfully for, the occasion.
From the advance sale .of tickets
the attendance will be a record breaker. The program provided will include all the latest music, and, despite
the threatening weather, a good time
is Ja store for everybody who, has the
courage to venture out It is not
often that Las Vegans have the opportunity to combine agenuine good
time with such a splendid cause, and
It Is felt, that few will, not avail themselves of it.

Special closing out Bale of pianos at
the Schumate Studio. Adv.

Cherries for Preserving

SECOND HAND MARKET
FOR THIS WEEK

7.-4-S

Wednesday
"The Silent Witness,..Broncho

t.

OUR.

WHERE

TONIGHT
ivt

1, 1914.
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Tint Show St&rts

JULY

WEDNESDAY,

communicar
H. Bv Feiy

LOCAL MERCHANTS

ttaeeKect
gusson ;ofcJSaw. Meaioo-tothat Mr." Fergus8onvwlll probably be
FAVOR CLOSING
a guest at Camp 'Montezuma some
time this summer. The letter stated
tnat the weather in Washington at ONLY THE GROCERS HOLD OUT
AGAINST
POPULAR
CUSTOM
the present time is uncomfortably hot
ON FOURTH OF JULY
Mr. Le Noir extended the invitation 'to
Representative Fergussion some time
ago but on account of pressing busiFollowing a canvas of practically
all the business houses on both the
ness the reply did not come until
Bast and West sides, taken, this morn
ing, It has been discovered that all,
with the exception of the grocers, are
The county road board met yester
willing to close next Saturday in obday. and this morning at the court servance of Independence day. The
house for Its regular monthly meetstores will be closed the entire day,
ing. Regular routine business was
one or two. firms will reopen
transacted. The board states that the though
for business during the evening.
entire county is gradually being placIt was announced yesterday that
ed under road supervisors and the re- list of the business houses that are
Iports of the work being done is
to be closed would be published to
night in the Optic, but as practically
Light automobile lamps at 7:47
all, with the exception of the grocery
o'clock this evening.
stores, have signified their intention
to close this is unnecessary.
Old Taylor WhlsKey and Sherwood COUNTY FAIR TO BE
Owing to the lack of organization
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
the movement to close the stores has
HELD
VEGAS proven difficult work.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
During the life of the clerks' union
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
no dispute ever arose among the meryou. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,
chants as to whether or not the stores
PLANS ARE ALREADY FORMULAT
should remain open or closed, for a
Light automobile lamps at" 7:47
ING FOR A
set
of rules was formulated governoclock this evening.
'EXHIBIT
ing the situation. . The rules stated
specifically that all business houses,
Diego Trujillo of Los Alamos made
At a recent meeting of the San Mi without exception, should remain clos
at
court
the
house
application
yester
guel County Fair association it was ed all day an July 4. The lack of orday afternoon for bounty on two co decided
that the county fair should ganization In the clerk's union has
near
killed
his home at Los
yotes
be
held
here October 5. . 7 and caused the business men to take adAlamos recently.
from the point of enthusiastic plan vantage of the situation and it Is posning this year's event will far surpass sible to doubt if the stores will close
Light automobile lamps at 7:47 those
of all former years.
even on Christmas day.
o'clock this evening.
The association will begin actual
The matter of a one day vacation,
at
work
In
can be taken "at some time when
the
once,
for
that
preparation
Tomorrow night at 8 o'clock an imaffair. The dates were selected it will not affect business" (as the
big
of
the business men for
portant meeting
the reason that the state fair at grocers say) Is not the present Issue.
of Greater Las Vegas will be held at
occurs the week follow The employers hedge when It comes
Albuquerque
the rooms of the Commercial club.
ana
ail
local exhibits that are to seeing- - the clerks have two succesAll business mea from both the East ing
can be easily sent on sive days for rest and fun.
good
unusually
and West sides are urged to be presAs stated yesterday the grocers will
ent as matters of importance to the to the larger exhibition, r
The association is anxious to hear expect all other business houses tq
entire community are to be under dis
from all farmers who plan to show combine with them In the picnic
cussion;
their best stock, etc., as early as pos which they propose to give "when it
sible
and will gladlyrecelve any sug- will not affect business," and although
Attend the Las Vegas hospital char
gestion to improve on last year's fair, some of these business men consider
sale
at
Bacharach's.
Adv.
ity
The list of prizes will be arranged at the closing of the scores next SaturA number of people have complain once and sent to the farmers. It is day as folly, they naturally question
ed of the untrlmmed trees in the city. planned to have many new features the sanity of a scheme that would
This is especially disagreeable during at the fair this year. At that time of close their stores for a midweek and
or after a ruin. Anil In man? narto A year a large number of carnivals are unusual holiday, at the call of a few
impecunious merchants. It Is even
the city the boughs of the trees hanglalway9 anxiouB t0 make dat6S at
ty fairs and It is possible that one suggested that the picnic is only a
within four feet of the sidewalk.
may be brought here.
hoax and will be allowed, and even
to die prkIIv
. T
encouraged,
NOTICE
'
alt the business bouses
HTtttlcally
We will continue our Green 'tag
thaf will be closed Saturday are plan
ale the rest of the week, discounts
ning to remain open Friday evening.
will continue the same.
E. Rosen
to allow-thpeople to make all nec
v.ald and Son. Adv.
essary purchases for Saturday and
Sunday. Buyers are requested to re
Judge E. V. Long, recently appoint
member this and are urged to do their
ed postmaster for this city, returned
purchasing early on Friday. V1' from Washington this week and to
All
toon
of
Classes
nis
official
up
duties. The
day
ROBBERY CONFESSION
exchange of office was made last
Okla July 1. How he stag
Sajre,
.
night, Vesterday being F. o. Blood's
'
'
ed a faka .robbery slilylafsj ago and
last day of oeoupancyr,
obtained f 5,000 fro the First State
bank at Texola, Okla.; where be was
See Our Mutual Girl at the Mutual
cashier, was told to a justice of the
Theater, Tuesday and Wednesday
peace here yesterday, byrP. W. Jones,
In a voluntary confession, according to
the justice. Jones was jailed on a
Cleaning of Plumes a" SpeWomen hard to fit,' women wishing
charge of robbery after his surrender
something new in a Fall
Winter
cialty. Prices reasonable.
the justice. The cashier was found
Coat or Suit should see the big line
on exhibition at BacharachV tomor
bound and gagged in the bank building
on the morning of January 19, 1908.
row. A special
representative will be
At the time he declared he had been
with us all dayv Adv.
SATISFACTION
forced by bandits to turn over the
GUARANTEED..
bank's money. The bank's affairs were
Our Mutual Girl pictures will be
shown Tuesday and Wednesday nights
liquidated after the robbery.
:u.
this
week.
beginning
Mutual Theater.
-

We can sell you goods at yyhai they cost

4th

other people and still majtelmoney.
NOTE THE SAVINGS

WE MAKE.

2 per cent to 10 per cent by paying all bills Spot Cash.
10 per cent to 15 per cent on Furniture Bought in Carloads.
25 per cent saved in Freight on Carloads of Furniture.
'

WE GIVE YOU THE ADVANTAGE
OF ALL THE ABOVE.
.

.

Get cmr Prices
AND WE WILL GET YOUR BUSINESS.

MAS

J. C. JOHNSEN
14

US

a SON

VEGAS LEADING UNDERTAKERS'

RECORD-BREAKIN-

TIRES AND (TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Skior plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SCOP
GUARANTEED

FOJJTS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine SlyopM

H

I

We Dry

or

e

Steam Glean

Ilfl

- L1B0?

BOBEr

Saved by Using

Men's & Women's

i

Garments

At

tke Home of

h Best of EveryiMog Eatable

Grants Hyenic Crackers

c--r

Las

Adv.

THE GOAAF

S IIAYVARD CO.STORE

The

Mutual

Weekly series No. 18
will be shown for the last time this
evening at the Mutual Theater. Don't
miss this number. Adv.

Veas

Steam

Laundry
Phone Main 81

TOO

617 Dongku Ave

LATE

TO

CLASSIFY

SELF RISING FLOUR
Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY

YOill loCER

-

ASK FOB IT

FOR SAFE A safe, good as now. Ap
ply H. G. Coors.
WANTEI-Cie-

OpMo

office.

aa

cotton rags

al

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY OPTIC
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